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Abstract 

 

This paper contributes to our understanding of how the past is invoked when grappling with the 
present in the realm of economic policy. To this end, it focuses on the systemic financial reform 
embodied in the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 that was supposed to transform the money market, 
and its relaNonship to the banking system, in the United States. Drawing on a rich body of archival 
evidence, it explores the historical narraNves on which reformers relied in framing policy reform, the 
design and implementaNon of policies to achieve reform, and the results of these policies. It argues 
that the past was remembered and ignored in ways that were crucial in arguing for the necessity and 
possibility of radical financial reform. It shows that prominent Federal Reserve officials were strongly 
commi[ed to the pursuit of reform but became increasingly disillusioned in the face of mounNng 
evidence of policy failure. It claims that the way historical experience was invoked and ignored, as 
well as the a[enNon it was accorded relaNve to present experience, limited policymakers' 
understanding of the structural constraints they faced in promoNng the US acceptance market. And 
it shows that their growing frustraNon in the face of these dimly perceived constraints drove 
policymakers to look beyond the United States in an increasingly desperate effort to promote the US 
acceptance market. 
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IntroducRon 

 

During the recent economic crisis, the lessons of history were broadly invoked to inform policy 
prescripNons in the present. That policymakers look to the past in making economic policy for the 
present has been seen as a cause for celebraNon by some economic historians. At the same Nme, the 
mulNple ways in which the past has been invoked make it clear, as Barry Eichengreen notes, "that 
historical narraNves are contested, that policymakers may invoke quite different interpretaNons of the 
same historical events".1 Some economic historians have responded by trying to disNnguish between 
"good" and "bad" historical analogies that policymakers draw on to jusNfy their policies. However, since 
there is always room for contestaNon about the "lessons of history", it seems important that historians 
pay explicit a[enNon, as Eichengreen suggests, to the ways in which policymakers make sense of the 
past and invoke it in making policy.2  

 

To take up his challenge, economic historians have to venture in new direcNons since, as Per Hansen 
notes, "the quesNon of memory and forgeang has never been at the top of the research agenda" of 
economic history.3 Economic historians are typically interested in evaluaNng the effecNveness of 
economic policies rather than studying the process that generates them. As a result, there is li[le 
exisNng research in economic history on which we can draw for insights on the uses of the past in 
economic policymaking.4  

 

Recent efforts to open the black box of economic policymaking have come largely from outside the 
field of economic history. Of parNcular interest in this regard are studies of the process of monetary 
policymaking from sociology and poliNcal science.5 Notwithstanding the different methodologies they 
employ, these studies show that rich archival sources can be mobilised to offer insights on the 
dynamics of economic policymaking. As yet, as Hansen notes, only a few scholars “are explicitly 

                                                             
1 Barry Eichengreen, "Economic History and Economic Policy", Journal of Economic History, 72(2), (2012) : 304. 

2 Barry Eichengreen, 2015, Hall of Mirrors: The Great Depression, the Great Recession, and the Uses – and Misuses 
– of History, Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press, 2015: 377. 
3 Per Hansen, “Hall of Mirrors: The Great Depression, the Great Recession, and the Uses—and Misuses—of 
History”, Business History Review, 89, no. 3 (2015), 557. 

4 That explains why the examples that Eichengreen invokes, other than the Great Recession and Depression, 
come from the realm of poliNcal rather than economic history.  
5 Mitch Abolafia, “NarraNve ConstrucNon as Sensemaking: How a Central Bank Thinks”, OrganizaIon Studies, 31, 
no. 3 (2010): 349-367; Andrew Bailey and Cheryl Schonhardt-Bailey, “Does DeliberaNon Ma[er in FOMC 
Monetary Policymaking? The Volcker RevoluNon of 1979”, PoliIcal Analysis, 16, no. 4 (2008): 404-427; 
Schonhardt-Bailey, DeliberaIng American Monetary Policy: A Textual Analysis Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, (2013). 
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discussing the role of historical narraNves” but he suggests there is nothing to stop their methods being 
used for that purpose.6  

 

SNll, even if these studies offer inspiraNon for the historical study of economic policymaking, there are 
limits to such research as a model for economic historians. Abolafia, as well as Bailey and Schonhardt-
Bailey, are primarily concerned with analysing the process through which policymakers construct 
narraNves about the economy; in contrast, they pay li[le a[enNon to the design and implementaNon 
or impact of policies based on these narraNves. For economic historians, however, it makes sense to 
deal with policymaking in a more comprehensive way by studying the framing of policy reform, the 
design and implementaNon of specific policies, as well as their results. I adopt such an approach here 
in analysing the programme for systemic financial reform embodied in the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.  

 

Most scholars understand the significance of the Federal Reserve Act (FRA) in terms of its implicaNons 
for monetary reform, notably the creaNon of the Federal Reserve System in a country tradiNonally 
hosNle to the noNon of central banking. Less widely appreciated is the fact that the FRA envisaged a 
profound structural reform of the country's financial system to displace New York’s call market for stock 
exchange loans with a new “acceptance” or “discount” market as the backbone of the country’s money 
market. The architects of the Act conceived of the challenges of monetary and financial reform as 
inextricably intertwined, deeming a central bank to be necessary to the development of an acceptance 
market and such a market as essenNal to the central bank’s control of credit condiNons. 

 

It is worth emphasising the radical character of the reform of the US money market that was envisaged 
in the FRA. A characterisNc feature of the US naNonal banking system was the concentraNon of 
bankers’ balances in New York banks, which created a need for a liquid market in which these balances 
could be placed. In contrast to the United Kingdom and conNnental European countries, the United 
States did not have a discount market that could serve that purpose prior to the passage of the FRA. 
The bankers’ acceptances that were the backbone of European discount markets were li[le used in the 
United States and, indeed, most banks did not even have legal authorisaNon to accept bills.7 Thus, as 
their bankers’ balances accumulated, New York banks looked to the call market, where money was lent 
and borrowed on securiNes as collateral. Demand loans, secured by stocks an bonds, were by no 
means unique to the United States but their importance for the country’s money market and its 
banking system was highly disNncNve from a comparaNve perspecNve.8  

 

In envisaging a shiq in the centre of gravity of the country's money market from the long-established 
New York call market to a newly-created acceptance market, the FRA was advocaNng a programme of 

                                                             
6 Per Hansen, “Business History: A Cultural and Narrative Approach”, Business History Review, 86, no. 4 (2012), 
696. Indeed, Hansen’s own research on central banking in the 1930s suggests rich possibilities for exploring the 
interaction between economic history and economic policy based on archival sources (“Sensemaking and Financial 
Crises: Central Banks and the Austrian Crisis of 1931”, mimeo, 2018). 
7 Trade acceptances were widely used in the antebellum period but their importance declined even before, and 
especially after, the Civil War. 
8 Mary O'Sullivan, Dividends of Development: Securities Markets in the History of US Capitalism, 1866-1922, Oxford 
University Press, 2016, chapter 1.  
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radical insNtuNonal change. Bold experiments with respect to financial insNtuNons can be found in the 
annals of economic history but, precisely because they are bold, there seems no reason to assume they 
will be successful. Indeed, in a recent arNcle, Janet Hunter argues that the canonical case of success -- 
the radical financial reform undertaken in Meiji Japan -- may well be exaggerated.9 Certainly, it seems 
important to carefully study these policy experiments in radical reform to understand how they came 
about, the way they were implemented, and the impact they had.  

 

Certainly, there is scope for a new study of the framing, the design and implementaNon, and the results 
of the systemic financial reform embodied in the FRA. Economic historians are certainly aware that the 
past, notably the United States’ history of recurrent financial and monetary crises, was an important 
backdrop to the debates that led to the passage of the FRA. However, even if some prominent 
monetary historians have hinted that the financial reform envisaged by the Act never made sense, 
there has been no systemaNc analysis of how it was framed.10 There has been limited a[enNon too to 
the specific policies designed and implemented in pursuit of financial reform even if there is an earlier 
literature that blames the policies adopted by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York for the 
disappoinNng results of reform.11  

 

To the extent that economic historians have studied the financial reform envisaged by the FRA, they 
have focussed on whether it was successful or not. Recent studies in internaNonal financial history are 
noteworthy in this regard since they conclude that reform was a success, albeit a qualified one for 
some authors given the market’s conNnued dependence on support from the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York.12 However, such assessments have been made from the perspecNve of internaNonal trade 
finance, notably New York’s ability to rival London in this domain. In fact, reformers’ main priority was 
the structure of the domesNc US money market and, even if economic historians have not explored 
financial reform from this perspecNve, the aforemenNoned contemporary studies suggest that doing so 
might generate a more negaNve assessment, 

 

The limited scope of exisNng research, as well as the dissonant conclusions from the few studies that 
do exist, suggest the need to reopen the black box of the radical financial reform envisaged by the 
Federal Reserve Act. In this paper, therefore, I draw on a rich body of evidence from the Federal 

                                                             
9 Hunter, Janet, InsItuIonal change in Meiji Japan: image and reality in Blomstrom, Magnus and Croix, Sumner 
La, (eds.) InsItuIonal Change in Japan. European InsItute of Japanese Studies, East Asian economics and 
business. Routledge, 2006, 45-70.  
10 Milton Friedman & Anna Schwartz, A Monetary History of the United States, 1867-1960, Princeton, NJ, 1963; 
Allan Meltzer, A History of the Federal Reserve, Vol. 1, 2003, 736. 
11 Willis, H. Parker, ‘The Federal Reserve System: A Retrospect of Eight Years’, PoliIcal Science Quarterly 37 
(1922): 576-7; Benjamin Haggo[ Beckhart, “The Acceptance Market”, part 3 of Beckhart, The New York Money 
Market: Uses of Funds, volume 3, Columbia University Press, 1932; Homer P. Balabanis, The American Discount 
Market, New York: Arno Press, 1980 (1935).  

12 J. Peter Ferderer, “Institutional Innovation and the Creation of Liquid Financial Markets: The Case of Bankers’ 
Acceptances”, Journal of Economic History, 63, 2003, 692; J. Lawrence Broz also notes that “the New York discount 
market attained worldwide status” in the 1920s in The International Origins of the Federal Reserve System (Ithaca, 
New York, 1997), 260; for an assessment of qualified success, Barry Eichengreen and Marc Flandreau “The Federal 
Reserve, the Bank of England, and the Rise of the Dollar as an International Currency, 1914-1939”, 2010, 18, 9, 20. 
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Reserve Bank of New York archives and the personal papers of key protagonists in the reform effort to 
explore the historical narraNves on which reformers relied in framing policy reform, the design of 
economic policies to achieve reform, and the results of implemenNng these policies. In SecNon 1, I 
argue that the past was remembered and ignored in ways that proved decisive in making a case for the 
necessity and possibility of radical financial reform. In SecNon 2, I study the design and implementaNon 
of policies by prominent Fed officials, especially in the FRBNY, and show that they were strongly 
commi[ed to the pursuit of financial reform but became increasingly disillusioned in the 1920s in the 
face of mounNng evidence of policy failure. In SecNon 3, I claim that the way historical experience was 
invoked and ignored, as well as the a[enNon it was accorded relaNve to present experience, prevented 
policymakers from comprehending the structural constraints on the development of US acceptances 
that limited the success of their policies. And in SecNon 4 I show that their increased frustraNon in the 
face of policy failure, as I show in SecNon 4, with the ineffecNveness of their policies drove them to 
desperate efforts to support the development of the US acceptance market.  

 

1. USES OF THE PAST IN FRAMING FINANCIAL REFORM 

 

Debates about banking and currency reform were recurring items on the poliNcal agenda in the United 
States given the country’s history of repeated financial crises. However, it was the panic of 1907 that 
gave rise to the most far-reaching debate on banking and currency reform since the Civil War and it 
culminated in the passage of the FRA in late 1913. Not only was the panic a catalyst for reform but the 
details of the crisis played a crucial role in determining how reform was framed. The panic of 1907 
exposed the Nght link that the New York’s huge market for call loans created between the country’s 
securiNes markets and the stability of its banking system and subjected it to harsh criNcism from across 
the poliNcal spectrum.13  

 

Prior to the panic of 1907, there had been limited a[enNon to the call market’s role in the US money 
market in discussions of monetary reform. Instead, Americans were preoccupied with their inelasNc 
currency as the root of their banking and monetary crises and they focussed on currency reform as the 
soluNon to their ills.14 That is quite clear, for example, if we look at the report of the Indianapolis 
Monetary Commission in 1897, which was chaired by prominent monetary economist, J. Laurence 
Laughlin. It devoted considerable a[enNon to the history of the US monetary and banking system, and 
the crises that marked its existence, and presented that history in a way that pointed clearly to the 
commission’s interpretaNon of “the defects of the system”. These defects were located, the report 
suggested, in “the failure to provide the means for a gradual and sufficient increase of the volume of 
the currency” to meet the needs of the growing US economy.15 Its proposed soluNon -- a so-called 
“asset-backed” route to creaNng greater elasNcity for the currency – followed directly from its 
diagnosis. 

 

                                                             
13 Ellis Tallman and Jon Moen, “The Transmission of the Financial Crisis in 1907: An Empirical Investigation”, 
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland Working Paper, 14-09 (2014).  
14 Harold Kellock, ‘Warburg, The Revolutionist’, The Century Magazine, May 1915. 
15 See, for example, Report of the Monetary Commission to the Executive Committee of the Indianapolis Monetary 
Convention, Indianapolis, 1897, 197-223 and 346-351. For the defects of the system, see 28-9.  
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The report did make some reference to the money market and call loans but they were far from the 
centre of its historical analysis. Ten years later, in a note published in April 1907 in the Journal of 
PoliIcal Economy (JPE), Laughlin acknowledged the dangers that instability in the money market might 
create for financial stability. Even then, however, he argued that such dangers could not be solved 
through monetary reform, which he sNll understood as currency reform. The root of the instability 
observed in the money market, he suggested, was banks’ willingness to extend loans to stock market 
operators on the basis of quesNonable collateral; the cure, though “drasNc”, had been to call these 
loans. A sanguine Laughlin concluded his note by saying that “[t]he emeNc has been given; and the 
paNent has been purged, much to his advantage”.16 

 

A few months later, with the onset of the panic of 1907, it became clear that the paNent had not been 
purged. By December 1907, Laughlin had changed his tune, arguing in the JPE that “[t]he inelasNcity of 
our forms of money is by this Nme a trite subject” and that it was “the condiNons of the money 
market” that “has brought new interest in measures of reform”. He emphasised that there were good 
reasons for proposed currency reforms but that they were not “a real cure for the evils of such a 
financial crisis as the present one”. That problem, he suggested, needed to be directly confronted by 
monetary reform through the establishment of “some insNtuNon wholly free from poliNcs, or outside 
influence” that would “be competent to do for the United States what in effect the governor and 
directors of the Bank of England do for the English money market”.17  

 

Laughlin refined his arguments in the ensuing years as he again assumed a prominent role in debates 
on monetary and financial reform. By 1912, it was clear that he had reinterpreted U.S. history to 
underline the necessity of radical financial reform. In “Banking Reform”, Laughlin cast “the weakness of 
the banking and monetary system of the United States” as a persistent historical problem that meant 
that “[w]hen it is subject to serious strain beyond the ordinary, as was abundantly shown in the recent 
panics of 1893 and 1907, it collapses feebly to the injury of all classes of society”. He acknowledged 
that: “[i]n the past, the doctors have disagreed as to the treatment largely because of a disagreement 
as to the causes at work” but that “the doctors have now come to agree with reasonable certainty that 
the cause of the trouble is to be found in the organizaNon and control of credit rather than in the issue 
of notes for circulaNon in the hands of the public”.18  

 

Thus, the challenge of reform, as Laughlin saw it in 1912, was no longer currency reform but financial 
reform. He conceived of that reform as a means for the United States to escape the legacy of its own 
financial history. Yet, he also looked to history -- the historical experience of Europe rather than that of 
the United States -- as a source of inspiraNon for the direcNon of reform: “[w]e have come to the point 
where we are willing to learn from seasoned European experience. Although European condiNons 
differ so much from ours that their insNtuNons cannot be boldly transferred to our country, we have 
much to learn from them”. Laughlin did not believe that the United States should follow the European 
lead in establishing a central bank. Instead, he insisted, the lesson to be learned from Europe’s 

                                                             
16 J. Laurence Laughlin, “Elastic Currency and the Money Market”, Journal of Political Economy, 15:4, Apr., 1907, 
229-231. 
17 Idem., “Currency Reform”, Journal of Political Economy, 15: 10, Dec., 1907, 603-610. 
18 Banking Reform, n.d., Columbia University, J. Laurence Laughlin papers, Box 5, n.d. 
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historical experience was that: “[i]n this country we are behind Europe in not having a proper discount 
market for prime commercial paper”.19   

 

Given Laughlin’s prominence in debates on monetary and financial reform, both before and aqer the 
panic of 1907, his changing views are a useful barometer of a broader shiq in the framing of these 
debates. Indeed, even before the panic of 1907 broke, more prescient analysts than Laughlin were 
sounding alarm bells about the call market as a potenNal source of financial instability. WriNng in the 
JPE in 1906, Anna Youngman emphasised the fragility of the US system of “financial banking”, poinNng 
out that call loans were “easily collecNble” when “the speculator to whom the loan has been granted 
can obtain accommodaNon elsewhere” but asking “what will be the result of an a[empt on the part of 
all the banks to liquidate, as in Nmes of crisis?”20 Even more explicit was an arNcle by prominent Wall 
Street banker, Paul Warburg, in the New York Times in January 1907, in which he argued that the New 
York call market, in tying the liquidity of the naNon’s banking system to volaNle condiNons on the 
naNon’s securiNes markets, was a major threat to systemic financial stability.21  

 

Warburg’s assessment was based on an explicit comparison of the historical development of the US 
banking system with its European counterparts and his conclusion was less than fla[ering: “The United 
States is in fact at about the same point that had been reached by Europe at the Nme of the Medicis, 
and by Asia, in all likelihood, at the Nme of Hammurabi”.22 He emphasised that the historical 
development of European financial systems had fostered the emergence of discount markets, based on 
bills of exchange endorsed by banks or “acceptances”, as the centrepiece of European money markets. 
In the United States, in contrast, no bill or discount market had emerged with the result that the US 
banking system’s liquid resources were placed in the call market and, as a result, "[o]ur whole elasNcity 
is built up on the bond and stock market". For Warburg, therefore, the challenge of reform was to 
overcome the legacy of US financial history by adopNng the banking pracNces that had emerged in 
European financial history: 

 

Reason, as well as the experience of all other naNons, tells us that we in the United States should a[empt to 
reorganize our present system of issuing and handling commercial bills, in order to create the basis 
necessary for a modern system of currency and finance. Not only, however, should we endeavour to make 
such bills the medium of equalizing the daily demand for and supply of money, but we should also by all 
means try to break with the other system, which makes call loans on stock exchange collateral serve for this 
purpose.23  

 

Such views may have been aired before the panic of 1907 but they were not given much of a hearing 
unNl the years that followed the crisis. We have seen how Laughlin shiqed his views, not least through 

                                                             
19 ibid. Laughlin insisted instead on a system of banking cooperation based on decentralised reserves for the 
United States. 
20 Anna Youngman, “The Growth of Financial Banking”, Journal of Political Economy, 14, 1906: 435-43.  
21 Warburg, Paul, “Defects and Needs of our Banking System”, New York Times, 6 January 1907, AFR14-15. 
Warburg’s ideas for this article were developed in 1902, revised in late 1906 and published only in January 1907 
(Paul M. Warburg, The Federal Reserve System: Its Origins and Growth, (New York, 1930), v. 1, 18). 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid., 38. 
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his interacNons with Warburg, who played a more general role in shiqing the focus of the debate on 
reform from currency to financial issues. As Seligman explained, Warburg believed that currency 
reform, ”which was the sole objecNve of all previous schemes was of only minor importance”;24 the 
real priority, as he saw it, was financial reform to remedy the structural weaknesses of the U.S. banking 
system. And his singular achievement -- his “revoluNon”, as Harold Kellock described it -- was to 
broaden debates about banking and currency reform to focus on financial reform as a major priority.25  

 

Of parNcular importance in this regard was Warburg’s success in making his vision of reform persuasive 
to the NaNonal Monetary Commission (NMC). It was established in May 1908 under the chairmanship 
of Senator Nelson Aldrich to draw up plans for federal banking and monetary reform. When Professor 
A. Pia[ Andrew, special assistant to the NMC, invited Warburg to contribute an analysis of Europe’s 
discount system to its series of studies, the banker seized on the opportunity to shape the debate 
about monetary and banking reform. In his influenNal pamphlet on The Discount System in Europe, the 
manner in which Warburg invoked historical experience was crucial to his claim that radical financial 
reform was both necessary and possible for the United States.  

 

Warburg had already laid out what he believed to be the defects of the U.S. financial system, 
a[ribuNng them to the peculiar course that the country’s financial history had taken. Thus, in The 
Discount System, he presented the challenge of reform as breaking with the trajectory of US financial 
history in a process that he likened to the scrapping of obsolete machinery: 

 

It is inconceivable that the United States, a naNon that leads the way in industrial progress and that more 
than any other naNon weeds out old machinery and replaces it by the newest appliances, should be either 
unable or unwilling to modernize thoroughly its financial system and to discard old-fashioned financial 
machinery, which other peoples have long since thrown upon the scrap heap.26 

 

Of course, Warburg’s analogy begged the quesNon of what the “newest appliances” were and in his 
pamphlet he made the direcNon of reform clear through his careful and concise explanaNon of the 
funcNoning of the discount system in European countries. Wri[en largely in the present tense, the 
pamphlet portrayed the funcNoning of discount systems in Europe in terms of general principles, 
abstracNng from the characterisNcs of European discount systems that had grown out of their 
disNncNve histories.27 Indeed, Warburg was quite explicit in this regard, noNng that “[w]hile methods 
differ in the various European countries, the result in all cases is the same, and, as we are chiefly 
interested in results, it will be preferable not to cloud the quesNon by going into too much detail 
respecNng the various usages, but rather to state the main principles”.28 Only in the closing paragraphs 

                                                             
24 E. A. Seligman, “Introduction”, Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science, 4, (1914).  
25 Harold Kellock, ‘Warburg, The Revolutionist’, The Century Magazine, May 1915. 
26 Warburg, The Discount System in Europe, Washington, 1910, 43.  
27 Warburg, Discount System, pp. 13-14. Flandreau and Ugolini make this observation not only about Warburg’s 
pamphlet but about the other reports on the English banking system submitted to the National Monetary 
Commission (Flandreau, M. and Ugolini, S. (2013). ‘Where it all began: lending of last resort at the Bank of England 
during the Overend- Gurney panic of 1866’, in M. Bordo and W. Roberds (eds.), The Origins, History, and Future of 
the Federal Reserve: A Return to Jekyll Island (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 113– 61.).  
28 Warburg, Discount System, 13 
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of The Discount System in Europe did Warburg say “a few words about its historical development” and 
then he did so only to dispute the widespread belief in the United States: “that the European central 
bank and discount system have existed for centuries, that this system is the natural development of 
condiNons as they exist in those countries”. To the contrary, Warburg claimed, “[t]he discount system 
has been developed to its present importance only within the last sixty years” and it was achieved as a 
result of the same kind of “radical changes” which would be necessary “in order to modernize our 
system”.29  

 

The manner in which Warburg downplayed the historical trajectories of European discount systems 
had profound consequences for the way he framed reform. EssenNally it allowed him to argue that 
radical financial reform was not only necessary but also possible in the United States as long as 
Americans were willing to follow the general principles that made the discount system work so 
successfully in European countries. He argued that the presence of an acNve discount market was 
“insured in nearly every country in the world claiming a modern financial organizaNon, by the existence 
of some kind of a central bank, ready at all Nmes to rediscount the legiNmate paper of the general 
banks”.30 For the United States, therefore, the path to financial reform was through the establishment 
of a central bank.  

 

Warburg’s vision of monetary and financial reform, as he arNculated it in his subsequent plan for a 
United Reserve Bank, was to find clear expression in the so-called Aldrich plan issued by the NaNonal 
Monetary Commission in 1911 and, specifically, in the rules it laid down for the discounNng and 
purchasing of paper. Even before the plan was issued, however, Warburg was concerned that he role 
that powerful New York bankers played in draqing it would lead to its poliNcal death. Thus, the details 
of its draqing were kept from the public and, two days aqer the plan was issued, Warburg launched an 
iniNaNve to create the NaNonal CiNzens’ League to “educate” the public about the importance of 
banking and currency reform. The League was established in March 1911, with its headquarters in 
Chicago to counter suspicion of Wall Street’s influence, and J. Laurence Laughlin agreed to lend his 
considerable academic presNge to the effort in order to promote the cause of monetary and financial 
reform.  

 

Laughlin favoured a programme that emphasised key principles of reform rather than the Aldrich plan, 
ostensibly to maintain the League’s perceived poliNcal neutrality. But, as we have seen, Laughlin was 
not an enthusiasNc advocate of a central bank for the United States and, sure enough, it did not appear 
as one of the principles of reform that he arNculated. In contrast, what is clear from Laughlin’s 
principles is the extent to which he shared Warburg’s vision of the necessity and possibility of radical 
reform of the money market.  

 

Even aqer Laughlin broke with the League from mid-1912, he remained commi[ed to the importance 
of building a discount market to break the destabilising link that the call market created between the 
banking system and the securiNes markets. That convicNon proved to be important as he found a new 
poliNcal channel to influence monetary and banking reform. His former student, Henry Parker Willis, 

                                                             
29 Ibid., 42. 
30 Ibid., 38. 
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had been appointed as secretary to Congressman Carter Glass and Laughlin was a crucial interlocutor 
for Willis as he developed the proposals for monetary and financial reform that were to occupy a 
central place in the FRA. These proposals included a series of measures that were intended to displace 
the call market with a discount market as the centrepiece of the US money market and were expressed 
in rules on discounNng and purchasing paper that were remarkably similar to the Warburg-inspired 
measures in the Aldrich plan. 

 

Of course, it was one thing for Laughlin and Wills to agree on these issues and another to persuade 
poliNcians of what might have seemed like arcane details. By 1913, however, they were pushing on an 
open door insofar as the DemocraNc party, especially its radical wing, was concerned. The panic of 
1907 had been an epiphany for many Democrats on the dangers of the call market for systemic 
financial stability. William Jennings Bryan roundly a[acked the Republican leadership of the country for 
rushing to the aid of speculators on Wall Street and the “high financiers” in bailing out the call market. 
And Bryan was not alone in expressing such views, with western and southern congressmen from both 
parNes decrying a system that concentrated financial resources in New York to be dissipated in 
speculaNon through placement in the call market. That percepNon was substanNally reinforced by the 
Money Trust invesNgaNon of 1911-1912 given the relentless a[enNon of its counsel, Samuel 
Untermyer, to the absorpNon of the naNon’s financial resources by the call market to finance 
speculaNon on Wall Street “when money was needed for crop-moving and other legiNmate 
purposes”.31  

 

As a result, notwithstanding the lines that divided the increasingly heated debate on banking and 
monetary reform in 1912 and 1913, reformers of different poliNcal stripes agreed that the Federal 
Reserve Act should oust the “giganNc evil” of the call market from its central role in the naNon’s 
financial system.32 Thus, in opening the Senate debate on the Glass-Owen bill, Robert Owen, a 
Democrat and country banker from Oklahoma, might well have been Paul Warburg in idenNfying “one 
of the great benefits of the pending measure” in the fact that “it will withdraw from the gambling 
enterprises of the Stock Exchange the bank reserves of the country”.33 The priority for financial reform, 
as it was embodied in the Federal Reserve Act, was to develop a discount or acceptance market in the 
United States so that banks no longer needed to rely on the New York call market for the placement of 
their liquid funds. The bet that reformers like Owen and Warburg made was that the United States 
could overcome the legacy of its own history through financial reform and that it could learn the 
lessons of Europe’s historical experience without actually living through it.  

 

2. DESIGNING & IMPLEMENTING POLICIES FOR REFORM 

 

Of the mechanisms for achieving financial reform that the Federal Reserve Act introduced, changes in 
banking rules had the most immediate and straighyorward impact. First, the Act gave member banks 
the power to accept Nme bills of exchange, growing out of the import or export of goods, in order to 

                                                             
31 U.S. Congress, House, Report of the Committee Appointed Pursuant to House Resolutions 429 and 504 to 
Investigate the Concentration of Control of Money and Credit, 62nd Congress, 3rd Sess., Washington, DC, 1913, 45. 
32 “Clash in Defense of the Money Bill”, New York Times, 15 October 1913, 8. 
33 “Owen Says Banks Aid Stock Gambling”, New York Times, 25 November 1913, 7. 
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promote dollar acceptances for the financing of US foreign trade. Second, the legislaNon allowed 
member banks to operate branches and to own banks in foreign countries with a view to facilitaNng 
the development of internaNonal banking networks that had proven so important to the London 
discount market. Third, the FRA introduced new reserve rules that reduced the overall level of banking 
reserves and mandated that they be held in non-interest-bearing balances with Reserve banks. In this 
way, it was expected that the pyramiding of bankers’ balances in central reserve ciNes, especially in 
New York banks, would diminish and with it the systemic pressures to place huge amounts of liquid 
resources in New York’s call market.34  

 

Besides these rule changes, the Federal Reserve Act created new policy instruments, notably the 
powers it bestowed on the Federal Reserve banks to discount and purchase paper. These powers were 
created as instruments of the Fed’s monetary policy but they served too as levers of financial reform. 
Their intended role in financial reform can be seen clearly in the way these powers were formulated in 
the Federal Reserve Act and, specifically, in the privileged posiNon given to bankers and trade 
acceptances, relaNve to call loans, in the exercise of these powers. Thus, SecNon 13 of the FRA stated 
that: “[u]pon the indorsement of any of its member banks” any Reserve bank “may discount notes, 
draqs, and bills of exchange arising out of actual commercial transacNons; that is, notes, draqs, and 
bills of exchange issued or drawn for agricultural, industrial, or commercial purposes”.35 At the same 
Nme, SecNon 13 discriminated explicitly against loans on stock exchange collateral, noNng that credits 
eligible for discounNng “shall not include notes, draqs, or bills covering merely investments or issued or 
drawn for the purpose of carrying or trading in stocks, bonds, or other investment securiNes”. Insofar 
as the Reserve banks’ purchase of paper in the open market was concerned, the FRA applied similar 
rules with respect to the eligibility and ineligibility of different types of paper. These constraints on the 
discounNng and purchasing powers of the Reserve banks were supposed to enhance the a[racNveness 
of acceptances, and create the basis of a US discount market Ned to the needs of agriculture, industry 
and commerce. Just as important, they were intended to make call loans less a[racNve for member 
banks in order to reduce the importance of the New York call market.  

 

SNll, even if the legislaNon defined the basic principles of discounNng and purchasing by the Reserve 
banks to promote financial reform, it gave no guidelines on the rates at which, or the extent to which, 
Reserve banks would engage in discounNng or open market operaNons. Thus, it was leq to the men 
appointed to posiNons of responsibility in the newly established Federal Reserve System to determine 
how to use their newly acquired powers. And, in designing the policies they would pursue, they had to 
decide not only how to pursue financial reform but also what importance to accord it relaNve to 
monetary objecNves.  

 

Some of the most prominent officials in the early Fed – especially Benjamin Strong at the FRBNY and 
Paul Warburg, vice-governor of the FRB and then president of the Federal Advisory Council – displayed 

                                                             
34 U.S. Comptroller of the Currency, Annual Report, (Washington D.C., 1915), vol. 1, 3, 20. 

35 To be eligible for discounting privileges, credits had to have a maturity at the time of discount of not more than 
ninety days although a partial exception was made for "notes, drafts, and bills drawn or issued for agricultural 
purposes or based on live stock and having a maturity not exceeding six months" (Federal Reserve Act, 16). The 
only credits backed by securities that were eligible for discounting or open market operations were those of the 
U.S. government although in 1913 they were deemed unlikely to assume any great importance. 
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an extremely strong commitment to promoNng the financial reform envisaged by the FRA. They 
invoked the enormous challenges facing the US in developing an acceptance business as jusNficaNon 
for aggressive policy acNon by the Fed. As Strong emphasised repeatedly, the US was a laggard in a 
business in which Britain, with its long-established discount market, represented a formidable 
incumbent:  

 

let me described [sic] just what the situaNon is as I view it in the development of the American credits. The 
normal volume of bills in England prior to the war was 500,000,000 sterling, of all varieNes, the volume of 
bills in this country today is probably between $200,000,000 and $250,000,000, certainly not over 10% of 
London’s normal volume.36  

 

To build a discount market that could rival that of London, Strong insisted that the US had to overcome 
a whole series of obstacles to generate a sufficient supply of, and demand for, acceptances.  

 

2.1 Cheap Acceptance Credit as Priority 

 

Acceptances are short-term credit instruments that are created when a bill of exchange is endorsed or 
“accepted” by a bank or other guarantor. An importer in the United States may order raw silk from a 
Japanese exporter and promise to pay him once the goods arrive three months later. A bill of exchange 
may suffice as a promise to pay but an acceptance has the advantage of an addiNonal endorsement or 
guarantee. The supply of acceptances, therefore, is determined by the willingness of banks to endorse 
bills of exchange and importers’ and exporters’ interest in using acceptances as a means of payment. An 
acceptance offers greater security than a bill of exchange so it is easier to sell it for cash, usually at a 
discount, rather than holding it to maturity. Clearly, the prevailing rate of interest for turning an 
acceptance into liquid funds influences the appeal of this discounNng opNon. The discount rate, in turn, 
reflects prevailing condiNons on the demand side of the acceptance market and, in parNcular, the 
perceived a[racNveness of acceptances relaNve to alternaNves for placing liquid funds.  

 

In the decades prior to World War 1, the London discount market funcNoned at relaNvely low rates of 
interest, which sNmulated the supply side of the market, but not so low, given alternaNves for placing 
liquid funds, that it could not sustain the demand for acceptances. Thus, the experience of the London 
discount market showed that it was possible to have a liquid market for acceptances. However, 
Benjamin Strong insisted that there were many obstacles facing the United States as it tried to replicate 
Britain’s historical experience.  

 

Some of these obstacles were domesNc, as he pointed out, since borrowers and banks in the US had 
li[le experience of the acceptance as a credit instrument and the country had no “accepNng 
machinery”. In addiNon, Strong saw major challenges at the internaNonal level, emphasising that the 

                                                             
36 Archives of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 440, Acceptances, 1917-1926 (hereaqer Acc_1), Strong to 
Treman, January 10, 1917.  
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paucity of American banks with branches abroad and foreign banks with branches in New York was a 
major handicap for the development of a dollar acceptance market:37 

 

Foreign banks who buy bills don’t know the name of American banks even, they don’t have the benefit of 
prompt mail communicaNon with New York, they don’t understand the credit of American trading houses, 
they don’t get quotaNons regularly of New York discount rates, they don’t get reliable and dependable 
forward rates, quoted to them, they don’t even know how to convert foreign currencies into dollars…38 

 

In contrast, Strong emphasised: “the English system has the world covered with branches and agencies, 
and the great banks of the world are to a large extent represented by their own agencies in London” 
and, he added, “English trade has given them direct mail routes to the remotest parts of the world and 
we have pracNcally none”.39 He menNoned further obstacles too, compiling a veritable laundry list of 
structural disadvantages that reform needed to overcome but, even then, adding that: “[t]hese are not 
all the obstacles to be overcome in establishing dollar exchange in the different parts of the world”.40 

 

Given such formidable hurdles, Strong was adamant that the Federal Reserve System had to 
aggressively promote a US acceptance market by manipulaNng the discount rate to influence 
acceptance rates in the market. SNll, the quesNon remained as to where that policy should be targeted 
given, as Strong acknowledged to banker, James Brown, that there was a potenNal conflict between 
sNmulaNng the supply of, and demand for, acceptances. Insofar as supply was concerned, “[t]he first 
object is to create a volume of bills drawn on New York, Boston and Philadelphia, not only dollar 
volume but volume in names and numbers of acceptors. This demands development of accepNng 
machinery. We have credit to sell; if we keep the price of that credit low enough other money centers 
cannot compete with us”. However, “somewhat conflicNng with it” was the challenge of sNmulaNng 
demand, “to increase the number of buyers” since what they wanted was higher rather than lower 
acceptance rates.41  

 

Faced with this inherent conflict, Strong was sure that priority should be given to sNmulaNng the 
supply of acceptances since “with 30,000 incorporated banks, some private banks, and other 
potenNal buyers, the demand side will develop if the supply is encouraged. To that end, FRBNY 
officials took the lead in applying low rates in the rediscounNng of acceptances "to make our rate, 
and keep it, so much below the London rate that insNtuNons the world over are forced even against 
their will to open New York credits".42 Indeed, Strong wanted rates to be so low: “that the pressure 

                                                             
37 Acc_1, Strong to Treman, January 11, 1917.  
38 ibid. 
39 ibid. 
40 ibid. 
41 Cited in Lester Chandler, Benjamin Strong, Central Banker, Washington, D.C., 1958, 91. James Brown was a 
partner in private bank, Brown Brothers and Company. 
42 Acc_1, Strong to Treman, January 10, 1917. When the Federal Reserve System opened for business, discount 
rates were relatively high at 5.75 per cent but, as soon as conditions in the money market stabilised, rates were 
brought down to 3.75 per cent by mid-1915 and stayed at that level until September 1917. And, as Figure 1 shows, 
that brought them far below rates in London as Strong intended. 
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on drawers of bills becomes irresisNble” and insisted that “it is pracNcally our only leverage”. 43 As far 
as demand was concerned, Strong believed that: “[o]ur first problem is to develop volume of bills, 
and you may be sure that the market for good bills will take care of itself. It will develop almost 
overnight with astonishing rapidity whenever rates for that class of paper are permi[ed to 
advance”.44  

 

Figure 1 Interest Rates on the US Money Market 

 

 

Source: author’s analysis based on data on NBER Macrohistory: XIII. Interest Rates, 
h[p://www.nber.org/databases/macrohistory/contents/chapter13.html 

 

Notwithstanding Strong’s confidence, his policy was iniNally slow to have its intended effect of 
sNmulaNng the supply of US acceptances. Even with low discount rates, very few member banks came 
to the FRBNY, or any other reserve bank, with acceptances to be rediscounted. Thus, the volume of 
rediscounNng remained at low levels prior to US entry into the First World War in April 1917. That 
created a policy dilemma for the Reserve banks: they could only rediscount if member banks came to 
them but these banks showed li[le interest in using their new accepNng powers. The dilemma was 
resolved by an increased reliance on open market operaNons, which gave the reserve banks the 
laNtude to seek out and buy acceptances not only from member banks but from private banks and 
trust companies too.45 

 

                                                             
43 Acc_1, Strong to Treman, January 11, 1917 ; see also Archives of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 
Benjamin Strong Papers, (hereafter BSP), Strong to FRB, January 11, 1917. 
44 Acc_1, Strong to Treman, January 11, 1917.  

45 Acc_1, Strong to E. W. Kenzel, June 8, 1917. Open market operaNons were iniNated in February 1915 and were 
iniNally conducted in small amounts but there was a dramaNc increase in their volume in 1916. By the end of that 
year, purchases of acceptances by the Reserve banks were more than three Nmes the volume of bills they 
discounted.  
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By early 1917, Strong believed that the FRBNY’s reliance on open market operaNons was starNng to 
bear fruit, poinNng to the growth in US acceptances outstanding, shown in Figure 2, as evidence of the 
policy’s success. Moreover, Strong was convinced that he had been right in assuming that demand for 
acceptances would be forthcoming. He wrote to Paul Warburg to say: 

 

The experience of the last month or two has, I believe, demonstrated beyond quesNon the accuracy of the 
statement I made to you some Nme ago – that there would never be any difficult in developing a naNon-
wide market for bills and at very acceptable rates, whenever the Reserve Banks withdrew; they are being 
purchased by banks all over the United States.46 

 

Figure 2 Size of the US Acceptance Market, millions of 1926 US dollars 

  

 

 

 

Far from suggesNng any easing of this policy, however, Strong called for sNll lower Federal Reserve 
buying rates. As he told Warburg: “I think we should adverNse our rates as being the lowest in the 
world, as being the steadiest in the world, and make the New York market so a[racNve that the 
business will come willy-nilly”.47 To that end, he advocated “a li[le stronger policy in both buying bills 
and holding the rate a trifle below 3 per cent, if possible”, explaining that “I really think we are making a 
mistake in maintaining rates quite as high as they are”.48  

 

2.2 The Problem with Acceptance Demand 

 

Yet, even as Strong dug in his heels on policy design, some observers complained that low Federal 
Reserve buying rates for acceptances were undermining the demand side of the acceptance market. 
Such criNcism had been miNgated by the unusual condiNons that prevailed in the U.S. money market 

                                                             
46 Acc_1, Strong to Warburg, March 19, 1917. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid. 
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immediately aqer the establishment of the Federal Reserve System but, as call loans began to earn 
higher rates of interest, there was growing concern that the FRBNY was driving private investors away 
from the acceptance market by driving down rates there. As a result, the vast majority of acceptances 
was purchased by the FRBNY itself, something Strong himself acknowledged when he noted that “we 
are pracNcally the only buyers in the market”.49 SNll, he rebuffed calls for higher acceptance rates, 
arguing that the Fed should remain focussed on its long-term strategic iniNaNves with respect to the 
money market.50  

 

PromoNng the development of the US acceptance market became more challenging sNll following US 
entry into the war in April 1917. By the summer of 1917, rates in the call market rose to high levels, 
creaNng anxiety about the compeNNon it represented for the US acceptance market. Temporary relief 
came on September 5, 1917 when the US government created the “Money Commi[ee”, chaired by 
Strong himself, to ensure the successful flotaNon of government loans to finance the war effort. In 
capping call rates at 6 per cent, the Money Commi[ee offered some relief for the acceptance market 
too, but it was sNll Reserve banks’ buying efforts that sustained demand there, absorbing the vast 
majority of outstanding acceptances as Figure 3 shows.  

 

Figure 3 Federal Reserve Holdings of Acceptances, % of total outstanding 

 

 
Source: Ferderer, 2003, Figure 3b, 679. 

 

By early 1918, therefore, the prospects of the US acceptance market seemed far from assured. In a 
detailed memorandum sent to the FRBNY, the discount houses acknowledged that “(c)onsiderable 
progress has been made” but they pointed to significant limitaNons on the supply and demand side of 
the market. Notwithstanding the FRBNY’s policy of cheap acceptance credit, they pointed out that 

                                                             
49 Acc_1, Strong to Treman, January 11, 1917.  
50 See several letters between Treman and Strong (BSP, Files 373414, 373415, 373416).  
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“[t]he market lacks a steady supply of bills of diversified names and maturiNes”. 51 Worse sNll, the 
discount brokers explained: “[t]he market lacks a steady demand from the largest purchasers of bills, 
that is banks, trust companies and other banking insNtuNons”.52 Aqer the war, the FRBNY faced 
increasingly virulent criNcisms of its efforts to promote the US acceptance market. They focussed not 
on the principle of financial reform but on the specific policies that the FRBNY was pursuing to promote 
it. Its policy of cheap acceptance credit, in parNcular, came under repeated a[ack inside and outside 
the Federal Reserve System.  

 

As demand for acceptances conNnued to languish, the claim that it was being undermined by the 
FRBNY’s policy of cheap acceptance credit gained force. That the FRBNY itself was well aware that 
there was a serious problem with acceptance demand is clear from an internal memorandum in early 
1919 that acknowledged it represented an obstacle to “the development of a broad and open discount 
market” and admi[ed that "pracNcally none of our members was purchasing this form of paper". It 
called for “an acNve campaign to bring to the a[enNon of our member banks the value to them of 
bankers acceptances as a safe, liquid and profitable investment for their surplus funds, and to offer our 
services in seeking purchases of bills for their account".53 In addiNon to its own iniNaNves to sNmulate 
demand for acceptances, the FRBNY "cooperated closely with the American Acceptance Council (AAC) 
in its extensive program to educate bankers and other investors in general on this subject". In early 
1919, Paul Warburg made the AAC the vehicle for his long-standing campaign to promote the 
development of the US acceptance market, aqer President Wilson failed to renew his mandate as vice 
governor of the FRB.54  

 

Notwithstanding the FRBNY’s willingness to promote educaNonal campaigns for bankers, it refused to 
contemplate any change in its policy of cheap acceptance credit to redress the problem of demand for 
acceptances.55 That stance became more controversial, however, as changing condiNons in the US 
money market further undermined demand for US acceptances. The war’s end sapped the call market 
of its energy but, from the summer of 1919, a speculaNve boom on Wall Street prompted a sharp 
increase in rates and a huge influx of money to be lent on call. As call rates increased to 200 basis 
points above acceptance rates, the FRBNY’s policy of cheap acceptance credit for promoNng the US 
discount market became much more controversial. In a le[er to the FRBNY on November 20th, 1919, 
the discount houses insisted: “the Nme has come when there should be some relief from the arNficial 
condiNons which the Federal Reserve System has placed around the discount market”.56  

 

The discount houses’ criNcism represented a frontal challenge to the FRBNY’s strategy for promoNng 
the development of the discount market through cheap acceptance credit. And it was echoed 

                                                             
51 Acc_1, Discount houses to FRBNY, March 19, 1918. 
52 ibid. 

53 Acc_1, Memorandum from Mr. Jay to R. M. O’Hara, November 30, 1920. 
54 The AAC succeeded an older organisation, the American Trade Acceptance Council, established in 1917. “Plan 
Campaign for Trade Acceptances”, New York Times, Jan 22, 1919, 16. 

55 Even if it bought and discounted bills in more limited volumes than before. Bills bought – rose as high as $380 
million in October 1918 and in November 1918 but then fell to about $180 million in April and May 1919. Bills 
discounted were at $280 million in Dec 1918 but then fell to $230 million by June 1919. 

56 Acc_1, Discount houses to FRBNY, November 20, 1919. 
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elsewhere, including on the Federal Reserve Board itself, as Albert Strauss made clear in a le[er to E.R. 
Kenzel of the FRBNY:  

 

This whole quesNon of a market for bankers’ acceptances is one which is giving much concern to the Board. 
It seems to me, personally, that a broad market for acceptances can, in the long run, be created only if the 
rates at which acceptances sell are such as to make them a profitable form of investment for banks and 
insNtuNons desiring to hold investments of a strictly liquid character. I can understand that in the early days 
of the System and in order to induce a community unaccustomed to the negoNaNon of acceptances to 
introduce this form of negoNable instrument, it might have been desirable to make rates unduly favorable 
to the drawer, but it seems that in the long run a market of this kind can only be maintained if rates are 
such as to appeal, on the basis of self-interest, to a broad circle of buyers.57 

 

Given such concern, the ma[er was referred to the Federal Advisory Council (FAC), and its conclusion 
“that the policy of the Federal reserve banks at this Nme should be to leave the open market for 
bankers acceptances to member banks and discount houses” represented a major headache for the 
FRBNY.58 In Strong’s absence it was H. J. Case, as acNng governor of the FRBNY, who replied to FRB 
Governor Harding to disagree with the conclusion of the FAC “as we are convinced that if the support 
of the system or of this bank were withdrawn from the open market in the present state of its 
development, its collapse would inevitably result”.59 

 

2.3 The Problem with Acceptance Demand 

By then, the FRBNY was facing a new criNque of its policy of cheap acceptance policy, notably for its 
incompaNbility with the Nghtening of monetary policy deemed necessary to bring credit condiNons 
under control. The speculaNve wave that manifested itself in rising securiNes and commodity prices 
aqer the war created concern inside the Federal Reserve System about the dangers of credit inflaNon. 
During the hosNliNes, monetary policy had been subjugated to the exigencies of warNme economy and 
the Federal Reserve System became an important source of credit expansion through the preferenNal 
discount rates it offered to member banks on loans collateralised by government securiNes. When the 
war ended, however, prominent figures in the Fed pushed for the eliminaNon of these preferenNal 
discount rates and, more generally, for greater autonomy to set higher discount rates to counter 
inflaNon.  

 

In early 1919, Benjamin Strong advocated "the need to deflate" as paramount, wriNng to Adolph Miller 
of the Federal Reserve Board to emphasise the scale of the problem that had built up during the war.60 
To bring deflaNon about, Strong argued, it was necessary to “furnish the opportunity for the Reserve 
Banks to increase their rates on all types of paper except internaNonal bills”.61 What Strong wanted, 
therefore, were tough rules to manage credit condiNons but an excepNon for internaNonal acceptances 

                                                             
57 Acc_1, Albert Strauss, FRB to E. W. Kenzel, December 24, 1919. 

58 Acc_1, Federal Advisory Council to the Federal Reserve Board, X-1837, February 18, 1920. Warburg was not yet a 
member of the FAC, serving on it from 1921 to 1926.   
59 Acc_1, H.J. Case, Acting Governor of the FRBNY, to Federal Reserve Board, February 25, 1920.  
60 BSP, Strong to Adolph Miller, 5 February 1919. 
61 Chandler, Strong, 138 
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so the Fed could conNnue to promote financial reform. When he made his case for higher discount 
rates to the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Russell Leffingwell, Strong insisted even more explicitly 
on an excepNon for the acceptance market. He admi[ed that “a special rate for bills arising out of the 
importaNon and exportaNon of goods”, if it was maintained at current levels while other rates 
advanced, would undermine demand for acceptances and “drive a large volume of foreign bills into the 
reserve banks”. However, he defended his excepNon on the grounds “it would be a later protecNon to 
our internaNonal exchanges”.62  

 

In early 1919, such an excepNon turned out to be a moot point given opposiNon within the Fed to a 
broad-based increase in discount rates.63 Strong went off to Europe to restore his health and, although 
there was a further proposal to raise discount rates in April 1919, it was rejected too.64 However, as 
speculaNon on Wall Street increased from the summer of 1919, there were growing concerns that the 
Fed was feeding it through credit creaNon. Following his return to the US in September 1919, Strong 
drew a[enNon to the huge amount of credit created by the Fed in its rediscounNng of bills backed by 
government securiNes and insisted the only way to control credit creaNon was to raise the discount 
rate. 6566 Yet, once again, he insisted on an excepNon so the FRBNY could conNnue to promote the 
acceptance market through low buying rates on acceptances.67    

 

So commi[ed was Strong to the goal of financial reform, therefore, that he was willing to promote 
policies that flew in the face of the strong monetary rules he advocated for credit control. However, his 
inconsistency in this regard did not go unnoNced and when Russell Leffingwell, Assistant Secretary of 
the Treasury, appeared before the Federal Reserve Board on November 24, 1919, he challenged the 
apparent incoherence of Strong’s policies: “I am u[erly out of sympathy with the policy of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York of conNnuing to buy at arNficially low rates all the bills offered in the New 
York market… If Governor Strong would apply to the bill market the same doctrine that he seeks to 
impose upon the Treasury, the situaNon would be well met”.68  

 

Prompted by Leffingwell’s criNcism, Governor Harding of the FRB decided to take the ma[er further, 
wriNng to Strong the same day to tell him that “the Board had felt for some Nme that the New York 
buying rate on acceptances was too low”.69 Called upon to explicitly defend the posiNon of the FRBNY, 
Strong reminded Harding that “[f]rom the very beginning of the Federal Reserve System, when bankers 
acceptances began to appear in the market, it was deemed necessary to establish a more favourable 
rate either for the discount of these bills by member banks or for their purchase in the open market”. A 

                                                             
62 BSP, Strong to Leffingwell, February 6, 1919.  

63 Chandler, Strong, 140 
64 Friedman and Schwartz, 222-3. 
65 BSP, Memorandum from Strong (no addressee), 3 November, 1919 
66 Chandler, Strong, 154.  
67 By that time, he was willing to contemplate an increase in discount rates on acceptances but, as he explained to 
Leffingwell, that was because “[a]ll of the needed stimulation to the development of that business can be given by 
our policy in buying bills in the open market when that course seems desirable at rates below our discount rate for 
such paper”.  
68 Chandler, Strong, 161. 
69 BSP, Harding to Strong, November 24, 1919; Chandler, Strong, 162. 
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preferenNal rate for discounNng and buying acceptances was jusNfied, therefore, “to sNmulate a 
necessary banking development in the country”.70 And he insisted that “[t]he policy of the Reserve 
Banks in this respect has, I believe, been successful in developing this field of banking in the short 
period of a few years, whereas had we not sNmulated the business, it would have had only a negligible 
development”.71   

  

Strong’s unswerving commitment to the goal of building a large and liquid discount market is striking 
and it is explained by the fact that he deemed such a market essenNal to conducNng effecNve 
monetary policy in the United States. As he explained to Leffingwell, the effecNveness of US monetary 
policy “depends upon the development in the market of an adequate volume of bills (as disNnguished 
from commercial paper) so that the Bank, by voluntary purchases or by refraining from making 
purchases, can exercise a primary control over the money market which it could not possibly exercise 
without such a volume of paper that may be purchased, or not purchased, at will”.72  

 

Although Strong was u[erly convinced that a preferenNal rate for discounNng and purchasing 
acceptances was jusNfied, he had opened a can of worms insofar as the FRBNY’s acceptance policy was 
concerned. Over the next few months, the FRBNY found itself assailed from a number of different 
direcNons by accusaNons of the inefficacy of its policy for promoNng the acceptance market and its 
incoherence with the goal of controlling credit creaNon. In the end, the FRBNY raised its minimum 
buying rate for open market purchases of acceptances from 5 to 6 per cent between December 1919 
and September 1920 and the FRBNY’s open market purchases of acceptances plummeted.  

 

Yet, even if the New York reserve bank was forced onto the defensive by criNcisms of its acceptance 
policy, it soon became clear that the FRBNY had no intenNon of giving up on the US acceptance market. 
If anything, FRBNY officials had become even more concerned about “the future of the American 
discount market and American banker’s credits”73 and, once interest rates were lowered from May 
1921, they redoubled their efforts to promote acceptances through cheap credit. Predictably, they 
drew fire but FRBNY officials stood their ground, claiming that if the Federal Reserve banks did not 
support the bill market in this way: “it appears quite clear that soon there would not be enough bills 
drawn to make a market and the dollar credit would quickly lose such place as it has found in world 
trade and in foreign markets”. They emphasised that: “The American discount market is sNll an infant 
compared with the veteran markets of Europe” and they insisted on the need for reserve banks “to 
consistently support the bill market” unless “we are to see the efforts of eight years wasted and be 
required to start all over again”.74 

 

                                                             
70 BSP, Strong to Harding, December 17, 1919. Strong also pointed out “that this particular type of paper was a 
better asset than any other line of commercial paper”. 
71 Ibid. 
72 BSP, Strong to Leffingwell, December 19, 1919.  
73 Acc_1, E. W. Kenzel to C. R. McKay, Deputy Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, March 7, 1922. 

74 For criNcism, see Acc_1, Undersecretary of the Treasury, Gilbert, to Case, AcNng Governor of the FRBNY, May 
25, 1923, June 9, 1923; Acc_1, C. R. McKay, Deputy Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, to E. W. 
Kenzel, March 7, 1922; for FRBNY officials’ defence, see Acc_1, O'Hara to Case, May 31, 1923; see also Case to 
Gilbert, June 22, 1923. 
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The perseverance of FRBNY officials in the face of sustained criNcism of their acceptance policy is 
striking. It can be explained by their belief in the crucial importance of a healthy acceptance market to 
effecNve monetary policy in the United States. As an internal memo put it in mid-1923: "[a]s we see it, 
the successful operaNon of the reserve system in the future will very largely, if not most importantly, 
depend upon the existence of an American discount market which will funcNon normally".75 Yet, even if 
they were clear about the raNonale for their efforts when called upon to defend them, FRBNY officials 
increasingly admi[ed to themselves that structural constraints on the demand and supply of 
acceptances limited the effecNveness of their policies:  

 

We must, however, recognise facts, and the fact of the ma[er is that the acceptance market is far from 
being fully developed. There are many conflicNng factors which operate against a healthy development. 
When rates are low, the supply tends to increase but the demand dries up in compeNNon with other forms 
of short-term investments carrying higher rates, such as government cerNficates, stock exchange call loans, 
etc. when rates rise to a point out of line with the cost of other forms of money or credit, an acNve demand 
develops but the supply diminishes as it is cheaper to finance by other methods or through other money 
centers. Under these circumstances the development of this discount market is between the devil and the 
deep sea.76  

 

Notwithstanding their disillusionment, FRBNY conNnued to insist on the importance of low acceptance 
rates for promoNng the development of a US acceptance market and, as Figure 4 shows, they relied on 
a combinaNon of discounNng and open market purchases of acceptances to achieve them. In part, 
what determined Fed policy was the need to remain compeNNve with the London market to encourage 
the supply of acceptances. Yet, at the same Nme, the Reserve banks’ discounNng and purchase of 
acceptances were an effort to respond to changing condiNons on the New York call market in order to 
maintain demand for acceptances.77 In this way, policymakers found themselves caught between the 
devil and the deep sea in fighNng the ba[le that they had idenNfied as a losing one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
75 Acc_1, O'Hara to Case, May 31, 1923. 

76 Ibid. 
77 Unfortunately, the Fed’s statistics do not allow us to identify exactly how much of Reserve bank credit was 
created in the pursuit of financial reform as compared with monetary objectives.   
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Figure 4 Federal Reserve Bank Credit Outstanding vs. Money Market CondiNons 

 

 
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Banking and Monetary StaIsIcs, Washington D. C., 
1943, 373 

 

3.  BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA 

 

The metaphor of the devil and the deep sea vividly evokes the frustraNon that policymakers felt when 
confronted with the ineffecNveness of their policies for financial reform. FRBNY officials claimed that 
increasing acceptance rates to encourage demand would cause the supply of acceptances to plummet 
and that lowering them to sNmulate supply would prompt a collapse in the demand for acceptances. 
Certainly, this interpretaNon suggested dim prospects for the policies that the FRBNY had designed and 
pursued since it hinted at persistent structural constraints on the development of the acceptance 
market. However, policymakers were seriously hampered both in their understanding of these 
constraints, and their ability to do something about them, by the weight of historical interpretaNons. 

 

4.1 The Demand for US Acceptances 

The most virulent criNcism of the FRBNY’s policy of cheap acceptance credit focussed on its impact on 
the demand side of the market so, in exploring the reasons for its limited effecNveness, it makes sense 
to begin there. Following the enactment of the FRA, we have seen that policymakers like Benjamin 
Strong were confident that the demand for good bills “will take care of itself”. The basis for such 
opNmism was to be found in the history of discount markets, as they had operated in the pre-war 
period in Europe and especially London, where ample demand for acceptances had been forthcoming 
at discount rates of just over 3 per cent. Thus, to the extent that US policymakers kept discount and 
purchase rates for acceptances at 3 per cent or higher – which, as Figure 1 shows, they did for most of 
the period from late 1914 to late 1929 – one can see why they might have expected there to be 
sufficient demand to sustain a liquid market for acceptances.  
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However, policymakers soon realised that their opNmism had been misplaced. Indeed, it was their 
growing awareness of the stubborn resistance of member banks to invesNng in acceptances that 
persuaded policymakers to launch a major educaNonal campaign in early 1919 to convince banks that 
acceptances were “a safe, liquid and profitable investment for their surplus funds”. Officials looked 
further afield too, seeking legal changes that would permit other financial insNtuNons, such as savings 
banks, insurance companies, and trustees of estates, to place large amounts of their surplus finds in 
the acceptance market.78 Thus, at the end of 1920, in an internal memorandum enNtled the 
“Broadening of the Market for Acceptances”, Pierre Jay could emphasise the strenuous efforts the 
FRBNY had made since the beginning of 1919 to sNmulate the demand for acceptances: “In addiNon to 
having encouraged our member banks to purchase acceptances, we have also endeavoured to have 
parNcularly our New York members adopt the pracNce of lending funds to the acceptance dealers at 
rates sufficiently favourable to enable them to carry their poryolios without loss”.79 SNll, even if he 
insisted “a good deal has already been done to develop the discount market”, Jay acknowledged that 
“there is much which may be yet accomplished to assist the further development of sales of bankers’ 
acceptances within this district and throughout the country” and then proceeded to offer no less than 
ten suggesNons for how the current situaNon might be improved!80 

 

However, the problem did not go away and, if anything, bankers’ reluctance to invest acceptances 
became a greater concern. When asked by the New York Reserve bank to report on condiNons for 
acceptances in early 1922, the other Reserve banks were extremely pessimisNc about demand. As the 
vice-governor of the Cleveland bank put it: "while there are at all Nmes a few bills moving, altogether 
the demand is and for some Nme has been very light, explaining that "present rates are not a[racNve, 
and consequently funds are being diverted to other uses".81 What constrained domesNc demand for 
acceptances, he explained, was compeNNon from short-term investments that systemaNcally offered 
investors higher rates of interest. By the mid-1920s, as Figure 5 shows, US banks’ holdings of 
acceptances were sNll at modest levels of only $150 million, accounNng for only 20 per cent of total 
acceptances outstanding, and in subsequent years their holdings oqen declined to $50 million or less.  

 

It was not just the reluctance of member banks to buy acceptances that policymakers perceived as an 
obstacle to developing a US acceptance market but also these banks’ unwillingness to lend on them. 
When the discount houses apprised Strong of the enormous problems they had in securing financing 
for their inventories of acceptances, they emphasised the reluctance of banks to get involved: 

 

The alternaNve of a special call money market on bills is very difficult to accomplish owing to the pracNcal 
impossibility of securing concerted acNon on the part of the banks. It has been our experience that while 
certain banking insNtuNons are willing to make a special rate on loans secured by acceptances this is done 
more in the nature of a favour and is not looked upon as a business proposiNon.82  

                                                             
78 Acc_1, Jay to Kenzel, April 20, 1918. 
79 Memorandum from Mr. Jay to R. M. O’Hara, Broadening of market for bankers acceptances, November 30, 
1920, 172.  
80 Ibid.  
81 Acc_1, Fancher to Kenzel, March 1, 1922 
82 Acc_1, Discount houses to Strong, June 14, 1918. 
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Initially, Strong hoped “that a few frank talks with New York bank men would result in a little more 
liberal policy on the part of the banks in establishing rates for carrying bills” but he soon acknowledged 
that these talks had proven “fruitless” since “our banks, thinking only of profit, are unwilling to put the 
business on a favourable rate basis”.83 Thus, he saw no other option than for the FRBNY to “step into the 
breach” to finance dealers through resale agreements even as he expressed concern that doing so 
would move New York further from best practice in London.84 He insisted that resale agreements were a 
temporary measure and that what New York needed was a “call loan market on bills” just like London.85  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Sources of Demand for US Acceptances 

 

 
 

Source: American Acceptance Council, Facts and figures relaIng to the American money market, New 
York, American Acceptance Council, c1931 

 

Policymakers increasingly acknowledged that they faced a stubborn structural obstacle to building 
demand for acceptances given the disNnct organisaNon of the US money market compared with its 
London counterpart. Already in 1918, when Strong was struggling to figure out why US bankers were 
not interested in funding a call market for acceptances, he wrote to London financier, Ernest Cassels, to 
ask his opinion.  Cassels explained that on the London money market the cheapest money available 

                                                             
83 Ibid. 
84 Acc_1, Strong to Kenzel, August 17, 1918. 
85 Ibid. 
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was on bills, not loans on Stock Exchange collateral. That was how it ought to be, he claimed, but it was 
far from New York’s reality:  

 

With you, unNl recently at least, this has been the reverse but for the good of the country itself, it would be 
be[er if call money in New York were lent against such acceptances rather than Stock Exchange collateral, 
and I have no doubt that, along with so many other things, changes may be made in your system in this 
regard.86  

 

Cassels’ assessment was echoed inside the FRBNY with officials there invoking his le[er as evidence of 
“the disadvantages which we are up against in trying to develop an open market in this country”.87 In 
his annual address to the American Acceptance Council in late 1920, Warburg emphasised too that the 
call market : “offers serious obstacles to the untrammelled development of a reliable discount market 
in the United States…”.88  

What is clear about these assessments is that policymakers had a clear sense, based on London’s 
historical experience, of the correct way in which a money market should be organised. And they 
understood deviaNons from that model – notably the persistence of a vibrant call market on securiNes 
– as a type of deviancy or peculiarity of the US money market that needed to be suppressed. When the 
FRA was enacted, they had expected it to deliver a devastaNng blow to the call market and certainly 
they were not the only ones to believe in such a prognosis. In 1915, as the Bankers’ Magazine 
observed: “It was assumed, when the Federal Reserve Act was passed, that by making only commercial 
paper available for rediscount, and denying this privilege to paper represenNng stock transacNons, the 
banks would find it difficult to procure funds for speculaNve uses”.89  

 

Despite such expectaNons, there was no systemaNc weakening of the call market when the Federal 
Reserve System came into operaNon. The acceptance market enjoyed a temporary reprieve when the 
government exerted control over the call market aqer the US entered the war. However, as Figure 6 
shows, the post-war speculaNve boom drove the premium that call rates offered over acceptance rates 
to new heights. The bursNng of the bubble, and the ensuing crisis of 1920-1921, might have seemed 
like an opportunity to change the balance in the US money market. However, as Figure 2 shows, the 
acceptance market was hit just as hard and, worse sNll, the call market bounced back with much 
greater vigour than its counterpart. WriNng in 1922, therefore, H. Parker Willis could single out the 
conNnued buoyancy of the call market as the FRA’s greatest failure: 

 

the working of the Federal Reserve System has apparently not succeeded in withdrawing from the stock 
market that overplus or surplus of funds belonging to banks and previously employed in stock-market 
speculaNon, which is a peculiar American feature of financial organizaNon. 

 

Figure 6 Premium on Brokers’ Loans over Acceptances 90 day paper, Aug 1917-Sept 1929 

                                                             
86 FRBNYA, Acceptances, Cassels to Hungerford, July 19, 1918. 
87 FRBNYA, Acceptances, Kenzel to Strong, August 14, 1918. 

88 FRBNYA, BSP, Strong to Warburg. 
89 "The Wave of Speculation", Bankers’ Magazine, November 1915, 595. 
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Source: author’s analysis based on data on NBER Macrohistory: XIII. Interest Rates, 
h[p://www.nber.org/databases/macrohistory/contents/chapter13.html 

 

Inside the FRBNY, officials increasingly invoked this “peculiar American feature of financial 
organizaNon”, to account for the difficulNes in building a discount market in the United States 
compared with Britain. As the acNng governor of the FRBNY explained to the US Treasury Secretary:  

 

Here condiNons are so different that our discount market is normally starved of money and if leq to itself, 
as you suggest, would, under present condiNons, quickly cease to exist. Briefly stated, the reasons are that 
the Stock Exchange call loan is the tradiNonal American outlet for surplus reserves and they average higher 
rates than the discount market can pay for money or which they can buy bills.90  

 

Here again we see policymakers’ emphasis on the peculiarity of the US money market compared to the 
London money market that they conNnued to take as their ideal. Their framing of the challenge of 
financial reform led them to the conclusion that the only way to build a discount market in the United 
States would be ‘if we could only get away from the Stock Exchange call loans as the principal outlet for 
excess bank reserves’.91 

 

However, under the provisions of the FRA policymakers had no policy instruments at their disposal to 
effect such change so their only hope was persuasion. Besides their efforts to convince banks to invest 
in, and lend on, acceptances, they tried to exert a more direct influence on the foundaNons of the call 
market. Both Warburg and Jay believed that if the New York Stock Exchange could be persuaded to 
move away from its system of daily se[lement, a key source of demand for call loans would be 

                                                             
90 Acc_1, Case to Gilbert, June 22, 1923.  
91 Acc_1, Acceptances, Case to Gilbert, June 22, 1923.  
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eliminated. However, try as they might to persuade the New York Stock Exchange to consider such a 
major change in its longstanding system of se[lement, they were unsuccessful in their efforts.92  

 

They were more successful in using persuasion to limit another source of compeNNon for investors in 
acceptances. In the early 1920s, the dampening effect of compeNNon from tax-exempt government 
cerNficates for demand for acceptances became the focus of concern inside the FRBNY and in 
correspondence between Strong and Warburg.93 Warburg took the iniNaNve to write to the Treasury to 
complain that the unfavourable tax status of acceptances “prevents the banks from entering the field 
and, thereby, destroys the effecNve cooperaNon of, what should be, the most important factor in the 
acceptance market, and it prevents acceptances from geang the lower interest level, which they 
should command”. He asked that: “either the Treasury CerNficates and Notes should be placed on a 
taxable basis, or acceptances should be placed on a tax-exempt basis when held by banks”. He claimed 
that extending tax-exempt status to acceptances would cost li[le money and would “make the 
American banking system a success and put Uncle Sam on the map as the real ‘World Banker’ with a 
fairly perfect machine”.94 The Treasury replied that “[w]e should like to do everything we can for the 
acceptance market” but explained that it “would put the Treasury in a false light to recommend tax 
exempNon [for acceptances]”.95 Nevertheless, the Federal Advisory Council, at Warburg’s behest, 
recommended that acceptances be made exempt from the Federal corporaNon income tax, and its 
recommendaNon was ulNmately accepted, with the tax exempNon taking effect on May 29, 1928.96   

 

SNll, the victory must have seemed like a pyrrhic one given the increased vigour of the call market by 
the late 1920s. FRBNY officials became increasingly fatalisNc about their chances to counter the 
compeNNve threat it posed for the acceptance market. And their conNnued commitment to the noNon 
that there was a right way to organise a money market, as exemplified by the pre-war London money 
market, made them genuinely puzzled about the persistence of pa[erns in the New York money 
market that they deemed to be inferior. When Strong tried to explain why US bankers conNnued to 
plough money into the call market, he gave vent to his frustraNon in claiming that: “[t]he only thing 
that they are compeNng with is long habit and a se[led prejudice in favour of collateral loans. Our 
bankers are stupid in taking that view, but as long as they do, the rates will reflect their point of view”.97 
Ten years later, the FRBNY’s interpretaNon of the call market’s conNnued allure to US bankers was more 
polite in form but much the same in content. As an internal memorandum put it in late 1928: 

 

When the acceptance privilege was given to member banks it was believed they would welcome the 
opportunity of carrying substanNal poryolios of bankers’ acceptances as secondary reserve, adjusNng their 
reserve requirements from Nme to Nme by discounNng short bills at the reserve banks. Only one bank in 

                                                             
92 Acc_1, Memorandum from Mr. Jay to R. M. O’Hara, Broadening of market for bankers’ acceptances, November 
30, 1920); American Acceptance Council, Annual Report, First Annual Meeting, December 4, 1919, New York, 1920, 
5. 
93 Acc_1, E. W. Kenzel to C. R. McKay, Deputy Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, March 7, 1922; 
BSP, Strong to Warburg, December 3, 1923.  
94 BSP, Warburg to Garrard B. Winston, Assistant [sic] Secretary of the Treasury, December 20, 1923. 
95 BSP, Garrard B. Winston, Under Secretary of the Treasury, December 26, 1923. 

96 Benjamin Haggo[ Beckhart, 1932, The New York Money Market: Uses of Funds, vol. 3, 428.  
97 Acc_1, Strong to Kenzel, August 17, 1918.  
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New York ever importantly followed that pracNce. They did it with enNre saNsfacNon to themselves and 
found that they earned on the average through their poryolio quite as good rates as the average call money 
rate. Other important large banks have had the problem brought to their a[enNon repeatedly by discount 
houses and the American Acceptance Council, but without material results.98 

 

LocaNng the explanaNon for the persistence of the call market in the stupidity or prejudice of US 
bankers reflected policymakers’ unwavering commitment to the superior raNonality of a system in 
which banks placed their liquid funds in an acceptance market. Only occasionally did policymakers hint 
at other possible explanaNons of bankers’ behaviour, as E. R. Kenzel did in claiming: 

 

it is easier for the New York banks to handle the Stock Exchange loan than the loan on bills. Their loan 
departments, where this work is done, are neither familiar with bills as collateral nor well equipped to 
handle them and it is the man in charge of the loan cage who generally has the effecNve control in the 
disposiNon of correspondents’ funds.99 

 

In emphasising the importance of tried and true pracNces that US banks had employed for decades, 
Kenzel was poinNng to an important factor that had been completely ignored by reformers. Men like 
Warburg had spoken of financial reform as a way for the United States to overcome the legacy of its 
own financial history and he had characterised the process of reform as analogous to replacing old with 
new machinery. Implicitly, Kenzel was acknowledging that this view was simplisNc. The legacy of US 
financial history meant that US banks had developed certain organisaNonal capabiliNes for lending on 
the call market and that they had no such basis on which to parNcipate in the acceptance market. From 
this perspecNve, financial reform seemed a more daunNng challenge than Warburg allowed since it 
implied the uprooNng of tried and true pracNces that financial actors had developed over decades and 
the creaNon of enNrely new pracNces in a domain with which they had no familiarity.  

 

SNll, it seems implausible that the organisaNonal challenges implied by financial reform are enough to 
explain the persistence of the call market. Aqer all, even the largest New York banks, who did build up 
experNse in the acceptance market, showed limited interest in placing their liquid resources there, and 
conNnued to favour the call market. They played a crucial role in perpetuaNng the call market not only 
through the monies they placed there on their own account but also in doing so on behalf of their out-
of-town correspondents. As Kenzel of the FRBNY explained to Governor Harrison in March 1929, the 
New York banks habituated out-of-town banks, especially “the larger banks in the larger ciNes”, to the 
advantages of the call market for the placement of their liquid funds,  

 

They are large enough to lend substanNal sums on the Stock Exchange and have been trained for years to 
do it by their New York correspondents, with almost enNrely saNsfactory results. Even when the rates for 
Stock Exchange money are lower than could be obtained in the bill market, the New York banks have shown 

                                                             
98 Acc_2, Memorandum on the Present Condition of the Bill Market and Hindrances to its Further Development, 
December 27, 1928. 
99 Ibid. 
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no disposiNon to advise their correspondents to loan their money to the discount market instead of on the 
Stock Exchange.100  

 

The New York banks’ conNnued commitment to call loans seemed perplexing since they had been 
advocates of the financial reform embodied in the FRA. In 1913, Frank Vanderlip of NaNonal City Bank, 
the largest lender on call at the Nme, explained to the Commi[ee on Banking and Currency that the 
call market was “a center of disturbance which may develop into a financial cyclone”. He became a 
Nreless advocate of the financial reform embodied in the FRA “so that banks may have some other way 
of employing their secondary reserve than of loaning it on call against stock exchange collateral”. It is 
li[le wonder then if policymakers were bemused by US bankers’ persistent interest in the call market in 
the post-FRA era.  

 

For New York bankers, however, it was not stupidity or prejudice or inerNa that explained the 
conNnued appeal of the call market but the simple raNonality of banking. They argued that 
acceptances were not a[racNve enough as an economic proposiNon compared to call loans to jusNfy 
the effort involved in learning a business that was new to them. As Edward J. Pierce of NaNonal City 
Bank explained: "the differenNal between acceptances and call loans was far greater than the cost of 
operaNng a Loan Department” not to menNon the difficulty in handling acceptance loans. For this 
reason, John Rovensky of the Bank of America insisted to FRBNY officials that there was li[le to be 
gained in trying to promote demand for acceptances by appealing to bankers to change their 
behaviour. Instead, he argued, “the only permanent way to create a real acceptance market is to make 
the acceptance a more a[racNve investment than it is at present”.101 As John Cannon of NaNonal City 
Bank observed, a bank "wants for its surplus funds the highest rate commensurate with safety and 
availability".  

 

There is an important hint in Cannon’s use of the phrase "commensurate with safety" since what it 
suggests is that not only that rates were systemaNcally higher on the call market than the acceptance 
market but that US bankers were safe in invesNng there. That view seems difficult to reconcile with the 
call market’s historical reputaNon for instability but it begs the quesNon of how the call market 
behaved in the post-Fed years. The post-war boom and bust offered a crucial test of its stability in the 
new era and the results were striking since there was no drying up of liquidity, no closure of the stock 
exchange, or anything else that approximated the emergency measures taken in 1914 or 1907. 
Confronted with signs that the call market might have broken with its history of instability, it is li[le 
wonder if US bankers channelled funds into the call market once the crisis was over.  

 

A comparison of the peaceNme years before and aqer the passage of the FRA, as shown in Table 1, 
confirms the impression of a break with the past in the operaNon of the call market. Before the FRA, 
higher rates could be generated from placing money on the US call market compared with the London 
discount market but the premium was only about 14 per cent and it came at the expense of 
substanNally higher levels of volaNlity. Aqer the war, in contrast, the call market offered much higher 
premia of 29 per cent compared to the London discount market and 31 per cent over its New York 

                                                             
100 Ibid. 
101 Acc_2, Rovensky to Governor Harrison, Jan 4, 1929. 
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counterpart. More striking sNll is the fact that these premia seemed to be a[ainable without assuming 
any greater volaNlity. It was only from early 1928, as call rates rose to heights not seen since the post-
war boom, that the New York banks began to worry that call loans were geang riskier and began to 
withdraw from the call market but their loans on account of others conNnued to soar.  

 

Table 1 Returns and VolaNlity in the US Money Market, 1900-1929 

Money Market 1900- June 1914 1919-Sept 1929 
London Discount, 3 month bills   

   Average 3.24% 4.21% 

   Coefficient of variaNon 0.30 0.28 

NY Discount, 90 day   

   Average n.a. 4.15% 

   Coefficient of variaNon n.a. 0.24 

US Call Market, 90 day   

   Average 3.70% 5.44% 

   Coefficient of variaNon 0.74 0.28 

US Call Market, renewal/ new   

   Average 3.70% 5.35% 

   Coefficient of variaNon 0.69 0.33 

Source: author's analysis based on Macrohist.  

 

Ironically, the legislaNon that had been expected to lead to the demise of the call market contributed 
to its persistence by seeming to stabilise and, in retrospect, it is not difficult to understand why that 
happened. It is true that the FRA prevented the Fed from re-discounNng call loans for its member 
banks or intervening directly in the call market but it soon became clear that member banks could 
respond to pressures in the call market by rediscounNng eligible securiNes that they had on their 
balance sheets. Thus, there were pracNcal limits of the FRA's definiNons of eligible and ineligible paper 
as Strong acknowledged early on: ‘The eligible paper we discount is simply the vehicle through which 
the credit of the Reserve System is conveyed to the members. But the definiNon of eligibility does not 
affect the slightest control over the use to which the proceeds are put’.102 That meant that banks had 
more opNons than the FRA had envisaged but it meant too that Federal Reserve policy had some 
indirect influence, as Mark Carlson and Burcu Duygan-Bump show, on lending condiNons on the call 
market.103 Of parNcular importance, as Table 1 suggests, is that the Federal Reserve System 
inadvertently stabilised the call market, thereby rendered it a more a[racNve alternaNve than anyone 
had anNcipated for the acceptance market.  

                                                             
102 Chandler, Strong, 197-8. 

103 Carlson, Mark, and Burcu Duygan-Bump (2016). "The Tools and Transmission of Federal Reserve Monetary 
Policy in the 1920s," FEDS Notes. Washington: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, November 22, 
2016, https://doi.org/10.17016/2380-7172.1871. 
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4.2 The Supply of US Acceptances 

 

In turning to the supply side of the acceptance market, we might expect to find slimmer pickings than 
on the demand side for explaining the ineffecNveness of the FRBNY’s policies. Aqer all, the principal 
thrust of these policies was to promote the supply of acceptances through making acceptance credit as 
cheap as possible. However, as we shall see, there were structural obstacles on the supply side of the 
market too that impeded the effecNveness of the FRBNY’s policies. Policymakers largely ignored these 
obstacles for reasons that again seem to be related to the lessons they derived from European financial 
history, especially the history of the London money market.  

 

From the Nme the FRA went into operaNon, policymakers expressed concern that US banks were not 
making greater use of the acceptance privilege conferred on them by the legislaNon. The fact that 
“member banks generally have not shown any disposiNon to indorse bills”, as Strong put it, was a major 
source of frustraNon to him, as well as to Paul Warburg.104 They pioneered a series of measures to 
liberalise the acceptance powers of member banks including their extension to domesNc trade and 
dollar exchange credits. In addiNon, the constraint limiNng member banks from accepNng more than 
50 per cent of their paid-up capital and surplus was raised, subject to approval of the Federal Reserve 
Board, to 100 per cent. In general, as Beckhart observes, “the different amendments to the Federal 
Reserve Act have had the effect of broadening greatly the acceptance powers of member banks”.105  

 

IniNally, these efforts seemed to bear fruit as banks all over the United States showed an interest in 
accepNng, with the number of acceptors soaring to 500 by 1920 at the height of the commodity boom. 
However, even before boom turned to bust, widespread abuse and ignorance of the acceptance 
business was reported and the crisis led to an outpouring of criNcism of the quality standards that 
governed the supply of acceptances.106 Many bankers drew extremely negaNve conclusions from their 
parNcipaNon in the acceptance business, leading to a drasNc decline in the number of accepNng 
insNtuNons in the US.107 As the governor of the Cleveland Reserve bank explained to his colleagues in 
the New York bank in early 1922:  

 

                                                             
104 Acc_1, Strong to E. W. Kenzel, June 8, 1917; Warburg to Strong, June 30, 1917.  
105 Benjamin Haggott Beckhart, 1932, The New York Money Market: Uses of Funds, vol. 3, 272. Further legislative 
changes were made to permit the establishment of specialised acceptance institutions, such as the Edge Act of 
1919, which allowed for the establishment of specialised acceptance corporations operating overseas with a 
minimum capital of $2 million and the power to accept up to ten times their paid-in capital and surplus (ibid., 273-
4). 
106 The misuse of acceptances was, for example, discussed at a meeting of the Federal Reserve Board and the 
governors of the Reserve banks in late March 1919 (Federal Reserve Bulletin, 1919, 415. Notwithstanding 
substantial efforts to counter this misuse, a committee of national bank examiners submitted a devastating report 
on acceptance practice to the US Comptroller of the Currency in June 1922.  
107 From then on, the business of acceptances came to centre more and more on New York City. By the end of the 
1920s, the one hundred leading accepting institutions in the United States generated almost all US acceptances 
and the top 10 acceptors – eight of which were based in New York City – accounted for nearly 60 per cent of the 
total volume of acceptances outstanding. (Beckhart, 300-301, 338-346) 
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bankers have come to realize, in fact some of them have had it painfully impressed upon them, that large 
acceptance lines in addiNon to large credit lines are not the thing which they are parNcularly desirous of 
encouraging. This, of course, has resulted in some former users of acceptances confining themselves to 
their credit lines which, under present condiNons, they seem to be able to do more advantageously as 
regards cost than through acceptance credits. Furthermore, because of the frozen nature of some of the 
transacNons which were formerly covered by bankers’ acceptances, it is really be[er that such transacNons 
be carried through the usual credit lines.108  

 

However, it was not just a diminished interest among US banks in accepNng bills that represented a 
structural barrier to the supply of US acceptances. As Farchis noted: "[o]ur banks are not being called 
upon to any great extent for acceptance credits", suggesNng a lack of interest in acceptance credit 
among exporters, importers and other potenNal users.  

 

As we have seen, policymakers relied on driving down acceptance rates so that the pressure on 
drawers of bills to use US acceptances would become “irresisNble”.  In this regard, they saw themselves 
as compeNng primarily with sterling acceptances and tried to keep the acceptance rate as low as 
possible compared to London. In the years immediately aqer the war, Great Britain’s macroeconomic 
difficulNes had forced interest rates up, undermining London’s capacity to compete with New York in 
the financing of internaNonal trade.109 By early 1922, however, as Kenzel of the FRBNY explained to the 
Reserve bank governors and Governor Harding, the US acceptance market faced “much stronger 
compeNNon [from] sterling credit than we have heretofore experienced”. The problem was not just 
“the advantage that London enjoys over New York in the open market discount rate for bills” but also 
“the improved condiNon of sterling exchange”.110 Kenzel warned that if dollar credits ended up being 
supplanted by sterling bills, it would take a long Nme for them to re-establish themselves and “all of the 
advantage of the past years would be lost”. To assist “in avoiding such a catastrophe for American 
credits”, Kenzel emphasised the importance of immediate acNon “with a view to assisNng this market 
to lower levels of rates which would reduce this disadvantage of dollar credits as compared to sterling 
credits”.111  

 

Although his proposal proved controversial, Kenzel succeeded in having his way and, except for certain 
brief periods, US acceptance rates were kept below their BriNsh counterparts for the rest of the 1920s. 
In addiNon, policymakers went beyond compeNNon on rates in their efforts to make dollar acceptances 
compeNNve with their sterling counterparts. In response to complaints from some trading partners 
that regulatory restricNons on the discounNng of acceptances were driving them away from the New 
York acceptance market, the FRBNY sought to have them removed and with some success.  

 

Certainly, it was important for New York to be compeNNve with the London money market with respect 
to the terms and condiNons of the cost of acceptance financing. However, policymakers’ exclusive even 
obsessive focus on compeNNon with London led them to ignore the fact that the supply of acceptances 

                                                             
108 Acc_1, E. R. Fancher, Governor of Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, to E. W. Kenzel, March 1, 1922. 
109 Eichengreen and Flandreau, “Dollar as an International Currency”.  
110 Until it strengthened, he explained, the apparent advantage that London enjoyed as far as interest rates were 
concerned had been mitigated by ‘the cost of forward cover for the sterling credit’. 
111 Acc_1, E. W. Kenzel to C. R. McKay, Deputy Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, March 7, 1922. 
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depended on other factors too and especially on the dynamics of internaNonal trade. That US trade 
pa[erns had an impact on the supply of acceptances is clearly suggested by the expansion in the 
acceptance market during the war and again during the post-war boom. We can be much more precise 
about this relaNonship once we recognise that the supply of US acceptances was heavily dependent on 
trade in a limited number of commodiNes. An analysis of the acceptances held by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York in March 1920, in which the underlying commodity could be idenNfied, shows that 
bills drawn against shipments of raw materials were overwhelmingly important. Shipments of raw 
co[on were especially significant in generaNng US export bills while imports of raw silk from Japan, 
silver from the “Orient”, and hides and skins from South America were crucial for generaNng US import 
bills.112 It was the boom in internaNonal trade in such commodiNes, shown in Figures 7a and 7b, that 
drove the value of US acceptances so high in 1919 and 1920 and, when boom turned to bust in global 
commodity trade, the supply of US acceptances plummeted too.  

 

Figures 7a Value of US exports of raw co[on, 1913-1929 

 

 
 

Figure 7b Value of US imports of raw silk, coffee and sugar, 1913-1929  

 

 
 

                                                             
112 Acc_1, Mr. Paddock to Governor Harding, Memorandum on Bankers’ Acceptances purchased in the open market 
held by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, March 27, 1920, April 8, 1920.  
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Aqer the crisis, there was a recovery in trade in these commodiNes and the fact that it conNnued unNl 
the mid-1920s meant that condiNons for boosNng the supply of US acceptances were relaNvely 
favourable. However, when the value of US trade in these commodiNes stagnated in the second half of 
the 1920s, as Figures 7a and 7b show, policymakers in the US fought a losing ba[le to maintain the 
supply of US acceptances. The problem can be seen in Table 2 in the decline of bills drawn against 
shipments of commodiNes that generated the bulk of US acceptances. And although trade pa[erns in 
the second half of the 1920s were more favourable for manufactures, they were no compensaNon 
since acceptances were not widely used for financing trade in these goods. 

 

The result of these developments can be seen in the levelling off in the supply of dollar acceptances 
being generated to finance US exports and imports. The apparent excepNon to this pa[ern – the step 
increase in US acceptances to finance exports in late 1927 shown in Figure 8 – turns out to be an 
anomaly that reflected a special deal with the Germans to supply dollar acceptances (see below). In 
general, therefore, we can argue that policymakers efforts to boost the supply of dollar acceptances 
was substanNally constrained in the second half of the 1920s by pa[erns of US internaNonal trade, 
especially in a few global commodiNes that played a crucial role in generaNng the supply of US 
acceptances.   

 

Table 2 Acceptances Purchased by the FRBNY by Underlying CommodiNes 

 1925 1926 1927 1928 

Export Acceptances – total 527 441 518 551 

   Automobiles 6 16 21 24 

   Copper 35 25 24 32 

   Co[on 300 229 284 308 

   Grains 58 46 82 67 

Import Acceptances – total 631 605 476 476 

   Coffee 115 120 71 81 

   Silk  137 118 71 77 

   Sugar 85 69 80 47 

   Hides & Skins 36 33 35 46 

   Rubber 26 53 36 30 

   Wool 40 27 20 21 

Source: Beckhart, 353 

 

Although policymakers showed some awareness of these commodiNes’ importance for the supply of 
US acceptances, it is striking how seldom they discussed internaNonal trade in their discussions of the 
challenges of generaNng a healthy supply of acceptances. Although one might be tempted to invoke 
some insNncNve tendency of Americans to look inward rather than outward for explanaNons of their 
economy’s dynamics, that seems implausible in this case given how many commi[ed internaNonalists 
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were to be found among the officials at the centre of the reform effort. More likely, their neglect of this 
important structural barrier to the effecNveness of their policies was rooted in their interpretaNon of 
the history of the London money market.  

 

Figure 8 US bankers’ acceptances outstanding by type for all reporNng banks, 1924-1929 

 

 

Source: American Acceptance Council, Facts and figures relaIng to the American money market, New 
York, American Acceptance Council, c1931 

 

It is striking that nowhere in Warburg's analysis of the condiNons for a successful discount market in 
Europe does he menNon the importance of the global dynamics of internaNonal trade in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. There is not even a hint of the fact that the canonical example of such a 
market, the London discount market, was located in an economy that witnessed a huge increase in its 
openness to foreign trade between 1850 and 1913. It is no great surprise that Warburg neglected the 
contribuNon of historically specific condiNons to the London money market's success as a centre of 
internaNonal trade finance. Aqer all, the whole thrust of his argument for financial reform was that it 
was not important to understand such historical details. Other reformers seemed willing to follow his 
lead in this regard and policymakers do not seem to have reopened the quesNon, instead absorbing the 
news of desultory trends in the supply of dollar acceptances with a growing fatalism.   

 

4. A FOREIGN SALVE FOR A DOMESTIC PROBLEM 

 

FRBNY officials certainly became increasingly frustrated when confronted with their policies' 
ineffecNveness. They may not have fully understood the nature of the structural obstacles to the 
development of the US acceptance market but they knew they were there. Certainly, they were 
disillusioned given their failure to sNmulated sufficient demand and supply of dollar acceptances in the 
United States. Rather than giving up on reform, however, FRBNY officials pioneered new policies in the 
mid-1920s in an increasingly desperate a[empt to achieve their objecNves for the US acceptance 
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market. ParNcularly striking was an audacious effort to rely on foreigners to boost the US acceptance 
market as a way of circumvenNng the problem of inhospitable domesNc condiNons. The main 
instrument of the new policy orientaNon was the targeNng of the balances of foreign central banks for 
investment in US acceptances. Its pursuit brought the FRBNY, led largely by Paul Warburg, down a 
winding path that made foreigners crucial to both the demand for, and the supply, of US acceptances.  

 

As early as 1917, the Federal Reserve System had created the possibility for Reserve banks to have 
foreign central banks as correspondents and the FRBNY was assigned responsibility for the system’s 
iniNal relaNonship with the Bank of England. By 1920 the FRBNY was holding balances on deposit for 
several central banks, and placing them in the acceptance market, but the amounts involved remained 
small through 1923.113 From March 1924, however, we find evidence of a more strategic approach to 
the correspondent balances of foreign central banks in a le[er from Paul Warburg to Owen Young. 
Young was working with Charles Dawes on his eponymous plan to overcome the reparaNons crisis in 
Germany and stabilize its currency. Warburg suggested that the crisis offered an extraordinary 
opportunity for the US dollar “to permanently retain a predominant posiNon” vis-à-vis the pound 
sterling. Moreover, he emphasised “what a far reaching quesNon is involved for us in the ma[er” by 
poinNng out seizing the opportunity might overcome the frustraNons of trying to build a US discount 
market based on domesNc iniNaNves: 

 

Personally, I can envisage, that if through the establishment of gold exchange standards in Europe, many 
countries carry their reserves over here, and invest them in bankers acceptances and balances, the result of 
that would be the development of a wide open discount market, such as we have been trying in vain for five 
years to establish over here.114 

 

The FRBNY was to turn Warburg’s vision into reality in the ensuing years, soliciNng correspondent 
relaNonships with foreign central banks and then privileging the acceptance market in placing their 
deposits in the US money market. By 1926, an internal memorandum underlined the benefits for the 
US acceptance market of purchases by the FRBNY on behalf of its foreign correspondents. 115 By early 
1927, as Figure 5 shows, such purchases had increased further to more than $100 million, and then 
conNnued their expansion to reach almost $400 million by mid-1928. By then, they far outweighed the 
purchases of acceptances by US commercial banks and even rivalled the FRBNY’s purchases of 
acceptances for its own account.  

 

The impact of the FRBNY’s growing reliance on foreigners for boosNng the US acceptance market was 
not limited to the demand side of the market. The widespread adopNon of the gold exchange standard 
from the mid-1920s facilitated the new US policy by allowing central banks to hold some of their 
reserves in the world’s leading currencies. However, it did not ensure that the dollar would be favoured 
over the pound sterling in the choice of reserve currencies. Since the BriNsh were compeNng hard for 

                                                             
113 Beckhart, 427. In these arrangements, the FRBNY guaranteed the bill or added its endorsement so we can 
track the amounts involved in the conNngent liability that the reserve banks disclosed in their statements of 
condiNon. 

114 BSP, Paul Warburg to Owen D. Young, March 21, 1924, emphasis added.  
115 Acc_2, Kenzel to Jay, November 29, 1926. 
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these reserves, Warburg argued the US had to join the fray: “there must be a give and take, and in 
order to match England’s contribuNon, we would have to be prepared to grant rediscount faciliNes just 
in the same manner as the Bank of England has done”.116  

 

That could be done, he suggested, if “a strong syndicate” of leading US banks and bankers was formed 
“to rediscount a substanNal number of millions of dollars for the note of the issuing bank of Germany, 
provided this paper complies with the requirements of the Federal Reserve Act, i.e. that it should be of 
a commercial character”. He went on to explain that the paper would probably be “two name paper, 
represenNng the seller and the buyer of goods, endorsed by a German bank or bankers, and then again 
endorsed by the German note issuing insNtuNon”. He noted, however, that such a scheme would work 
only if the paper “could be rediscounted at the Federal Reserve Bank provided it appealed to it and 
provided the Board would be willing to amend its respecNve regulaNon”.117  

 

Less than a month later, Warburg tested the feasibility of his proposed scheme, with the only 
difference being that he proposed that the newly established Golddiskontbank, which he had helped to 
finance, would endorse the German trade bills.118 Warburg asked the FRBNY whether such bills, if 
endorsed by a US bank, would be eligible for purchase in its open market operaNons. The New York 
bank replied in the affirmaNve but informed him that: “the Federal Reserve Board should be apprised 
of the ma[er as it presents a quesNon of policy”. In forwarding the issue to the Board, the FRBNY 
noted that “BriNsh merchant bankers are arranging a discount credit of £ 10,000,000.- in London on 
German trade bills, similar to those proposed under the $5,000,000 American credit” and explained 
that the credit arranged by Warburg “will assist in maintaining the dollar as one of the bases of trade 
and se[lements in Germany, whereas without this credit the pound sterling is likely to become the 
predominant medium”.119 The Board reported back within a few days that it would not make objecNon 
to the FRBNY’s purchase of such bills.120  

 

The following month, in an exchange of le[ers with the President of the Reichsbank, Hjalmar Schacht, 
Warburg discussed further details of schemes for rediscounNng German bills with the Federal Reserve 
System. Schacht described Germany as “suffering from a terrible lack of capital”, he explained that “she 
no longer has the capital necessary for making deliveries without payment” and emphasised that 
having rediscount credits available from the Americans would be “of great help for the German 
industry and commerce”.121 Then Warburg started to work on more ambiNous plans to discuss with 
Schacht, such as funding the German railway system’s annual purchases of coal from German 
producers, with an acceptance credit granted by New York banks.122  

 

                                                             
116 BSP, Paul Warburg to Owen D. Young, March 21, 1924.  
117 Ibid. 
118 On the Gold Discount Bank, see Gerald Feldman, The Great Disorder: Politics, Economics, and Society in the 
Great Inflation, 1914-I924. Oxford/New York, 1993, 831. 
119 Acc_1, Pierre Jay, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, to Federal Reserve Board, April 5, 1924.  
120 Acc_1, Governor Crissinger, Federal Reserve Board, to Pierre Jay, FRBNY, April 8, 1924.  
121 BSP, Hjalmar Schacht, President of the Reichsbank – Direcktorium, to Paul Warburg, May 31, 1924.  
122 BSP, Paul Warburg to Benjamin Strong, August 21, 1925.  
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However, by then the discussion of Reserve banks’ purchasing foreign bills had become contenNous 
inside the Federal Reserve System leading to the deferral of a formal decision on the ma[er. Pending 
that decision, the FRBNY conNnued to purchase foreign bills endorsed by US banks but officials there 
discovered that London was compeNng harder than before for German business. In late 1926, word 
reached the FRBNY that the BriNsh had slashed the commissions they were offering to German 
companies to try to win their business away from the Americans. The FRBNY calculated that even if US 
banks maintained their exisNng ¼% commission compared to the 1/8 per cent the BriNsh were offering, 
acceptance credit would sNll be cheaper in New York given its lower discount rate.123 However, New 
York’s cost advantage was no longer sufficient for the Germans who said the BriNsh offer was their 
opportunity to escape the onerous regulaNons imposed by the Americans on their acceptance 
business.124  

 

As Kenzel explained to Jay, there were certain types of credit that were much sought aqer in Germany 
and available to them in London. Of parNcular importance was credit for the domesNc transportaNon 
and processing of foreign exports in Germany, with a leading example being the raw co[on shipped 
from the United States to Germany for transformaNon in German texNle mills. Since Federal Reserve 
regulaNons did not permit the discount of acceptances to provide what was essenNally working capital 
for German companies, an important quesNon for FRBNY officials was whether US law should be 
amended to allow ‘full’ compeNNon with London banks.  

 

It was a controversial quesNon but the FRBNY answered with a decisive “yes” and the FRB agreed to a 
series of regulatory changes in November 1927 that loosened the restricNons on the types of bills that 
US banks could accept.125 When Governor Young of the FRB announced the changes at the annual AAC 
meeNng, bankers celebrated them as a boon to the US acceptance market.126 Sure enough, the 
regulatory loosening opened the door to a flood of paper, most of it from central Europe and especially 
Germany, for discounNng at American banks. The implicaNons for the supply of acceptances were 
dramaNc, as Figure 6 shows, with acceptances issued for the shipment and producNon of goods within 
and between countries other than the United States accounNng for half of the total growth in the 
volume of acceptances recorded from late 1927.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The effecNveness of FRBNY’s foreign salve for a domesNc problem played a crucial role in bolstering the 
demand for, and supply of, US acceptances in the late 1920s. That has led some researchers to 
conclude that efforts to build a US acceptance market were a success. Peter Ferderer, for example, 
emphasised the significance of the market’s expansion and that “reserve bank support of the discount 
market diminished over the 1920s and early 1930s” to substanNate his claim of successful insNtuNonal 
innovaNon. It is true that purchases by reserve banks for their own account represented a declining 

                                                             
123 American banks refused to give ground, claiming that they could not do business profitably at the 1/8% 
commissions that the British were asking, and agreeing among themselves to stay at ¼%. 
124 Acc_2, Kenzel to Jay, November 29, 1926. 
125 See, for example, Acc_2, R. M. O'Hara to Kenzel, Oct 10, 1927. 
126 Commercial and Financial Chronicle, December 3, 1927, 3010. Taken from v. 3, 288. 
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proporNon of the overall demand for acceptances but, as we have seen, the reserve banks, and 
especially the FRBNY, channelled foreign central banks’ deposits into the acceptance market. Although 
Ferderer recognises that foreign investors were “heavy buyers of bills by the late 1920s”, he does not 
acknowledge that these purchases were channelled by the New York reserve bank in a deliberate 
a[empt to bolster the demand side of the US market for acceptances. When we allow for that fact, it is 
apparent that total FRBNY purchases amounted to more than 50 per cent of the total volume of 
acceptances by the late 1920s, making the market heavily dependent on its support for its survival as, 
indeed, Flandreau and Eichengreen emphasise.127  

 

Moreover, if one looks at domesNc sources of demand for acceptances, it is clear that private investors 
were not taking over the burden of sustaining the discount market. To the contrary, demand from US 
private banks languished in the second half of the 1920s. And purchases by discount houses, although 
they increased to some extent, remained dependent on conNnued Fed support through repurchase 
agreements; far from being the temporary soluNon that Strong had envisaged, the FRBNY’s resale 
agreements had become a permanent crutch for the discount houses.  

 

Given the acceptance market’s conNnued dependence on the Fed, therefore, it is wrong to conclude 
that it was a successful example of insNtuNonal innovaNon. But what really made the anNcipated 
revoluNon in the US money market a failure was the fact that, even with the support of the Fed, it sNll 
did not succeed in usurping the call market as the central pillar of the New York money market. Once 
the depression of 1920-1921 ended, the acceptance market regained some momentum and then, aqer 
several years of stagnaNon in the mid-1920s, it grew to a volume of more than $1 billion by the late 
1920s. However, the call market expanded much more rapidly than the acceptance market, making it a 
more formidable compeNtor than anyone would have predicted when the Federal Reserve Act was 
passed.  

 

Officials of the Federal Reserve System as well as bankers openly acknowledged the failure of the 
anNcipated revoluNon in the money market in the late 1920s. WriNng to Governor Harrison of the 
FRBNY in early 1929, John E. Rovensky of Bank of America noted that: “[i]t is generally admi[ed that 
present condiNons are unsaNsfactory and have been more or less so ever since the acceptance 
business started”.128 Far from denying Rovensky’s claim, Harrison found it “graNfying to have someone 
as well conversant with the facts” offer proposals for dealing with “this puzzling problem of the future 
of the bill market in this country, with which we are much concerned”.129 The failure of the anNcipated 
revoluNon in the money market was discussed in internal FRBNY correspondence with one parNcularly 
detailed memo in March 1929 offering a long list of the considerable structural impediments to “the 
establishment of a bigger and broader discount market in New York”.130  

 

                                                             
127 In measuring Fed support for the dollar acceptance market, Eichengreen and Flandreau include acceptances 
purchased by the Fed for foreign correspondents but without offering any explicit justification for doing so.   
128 Acc_2, Rovensky to Governor Harrison, Jan 4, 1929. 
129 Acc_2, Harrison to Rovensky, Jan 9, 1929. 
130 Acc_2, E. W. Kenzel to Governor Harrison, Memo on Governor’s Conference (April 1, 1929, Topic I, C), March 29, 
1929. 
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Increasingly, FRBNY policymakers acknowledged that their policies of raising or lowering acceptance 
rates could achieve li[le in the face of the structural constraints on the development of the US 
acceptance market. What they failed to do, however, is to make the link between the difficulNes they 
encountered in achieving financial reform and the claims about the financial histories of the US and 
Europe that had been so central to framing reform. Thus, we see how powerful interpretaNons of the 
past can be in shaping economic policy through their tenacious grip on the ideas and acNons of 
policymakers. My analysis suggests that drawing on the past in shaping economic policy can contribute 
to the failure of policy reform if it leads policymakers to misunderstand the challenges they face, and 
the opNons they have, in the present. In this case we see that problems can arise when policymakers 
misinterpret the past but also when they accord it so much importance that it obscures new condiNons 
that manifest themselves in the present. 

 

Insofar as misinterpreNng the past is concerned, that charge can be levelled with respect to the 
histories of the US call market and the European discount system. In arguing that financial reform was 
necessary and possible in the United States, reformers like Warburg failed to acknowledge the extent 
to which the funcNoning of money markets relied on insNtuNonal arrangements and pracNces that 
grew out of the historical experience of the countries where they operated.131 As we saw, Warburg 
explicitly downplayed the importance of the historical foundaNons of the London discount market to 
bolster his claim that it could be imitated in the United States.132 Consequently, reformers did not 
anNcipate how difficult it would be to transpose the model of a discount market to the United States 
where the actors necessary to its effecNve funcNoning had invested in the development of enNrely 
different methods of funcNoning on their own money market.  

 

In this case we see another problem too when policymakers depend on past experience to the 
exclusion of present experience as a guide to economic policy. Things change and, if they change 
enough, the past may prove to be a poor guide to the present. That happened in this case in one 
parNcularly ironic way given that the creaNon of the Federal Reserve System, which was supposed to 
undermine the a[racNons of the call market for US banks and displace it as the fulcrum of the US 
money market, made it more a[racNve. And it happened in an even more significant way when the 
commodity boom of the late 19th and early 20th centuries came to an unceremonious end aqer World 
War 1. The expansion of global commodity trade from the second half of the 19th century, and Britain’s 
centrality to it, had supported the transformaNon of London’s discount market into the global centre of 
internaNonal trade finance before World War 1. In contrast, in the face of the more unfavourable 
dynamics on commodity markets in the 1920s, the much less-internaNonally oriented US economy 
faced a structurally different challenge in trying to build an acceptance market.  

  
In this case, policymakers would have benefitted from a much more critical approach to the original 
framing of reform embedded in the FRA. That is especially true since so much of that framing 
emanated from the ideas and analysis of a small number of men and sometimes a single man. Now 
and then in the files of the FRBNY one finds hints of unease. For example, in a letter in 1918 that 
the president of the Guaranty Trust Company of New York shared with FRBNY officials, his vice-

                                                             
131 Stefano Baalossi, “Money Markets” in Youssef Cassis, Catherine Schenk, and Richard Grossman, eds., The 
Oxford Handbook of Banking and Financial History, Oxford & New York, 2016. 

132 Warburg, Discount System, 42. 
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president says “we should face the facts, and try to meet the issues, taking into consideration our 
local conditions, and not conditions ruling before the war in countries where Government Banks 
were established and acceptance business was done for about two centuries”.133  
 
Such advice was not taken, however, allowing the framing of financial reform embodied in the FRA 
to persist unchanged, despite its increasingly evident failure. A new vision of financial reform 
emerged in the United States only after the country found itself in the throes of the worse financial 
crisis it had ever confronted. And since the crisis originated in the New York call market, as so many 
crises in the past had done, it is no surprise that one of the key objectives of the wave of financial 
legislation that swept the United States in the early 1930s was to repress the seemingly 
irrepressible call market once and for all.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
133 Acc_1, Albert Breton to Charles Sabin, February 14, 1918.  
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